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HOBBY LOBBY AND THE DUBIOUS ENTERPRISE
OF RELIGIOUS EXEMPTIONS

IRA C. LUPU*

The experience of the past fifty years, culminating in Burwell
v. Hobby Lobby, provides grounds for deep skepticism of any

sweeping regime of religious exemptions. Part I of this Article

views the problem in the current legal and cultural moment, which

includes religious objections to employer-provided insurance that

covers contraceptive care for women and religion-based refusals

by wedding vendors and others to facilitate the celebration of

same-sex marriages. Part II broadens the time frame to analyze the

regimes of religious exemption—federal and state, constitutional

and statutory—in which such disputes have played out. Such re-

gimes will tend to be strong in rhetoric and weak in practice, with

an occasional outburst of religion-protecting vigor. The decision in

Burwell v. Hobby Lobby, analyzed in Part III, demonstrates yet

again that application of vague, general standards for adjudicating

religious exemption claims cannot satisfy values associated with

the rule of law. The key terms in the Federal Religious Freedom

Restoration Act1 (hereafter “Federal RFRA” or “RFRA”), and the

similar state laws modeled on the Federal RFRA, are perpetually

contested and subject to massive, result-oriented manipulability.

Part IV addresses issues likely to arise in the wake of Burwell v.
Hobby Lobby, including questions of LGBT equality. In light of

past experience, Part IV argues that Burwell v. Hobby Lobby will

suffer the same fate as earlier, apparently strenuous embraces of

religious exemption regimes. Ultimately, it will wither on a

malnourished vine.
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topic and for his comments on successive drafts; to Fred Gedicks, Andy Koppelman,
Marty Lederman, Doug NeJaime, Jim Oleske, Naomi Schoenbaum, Micah Schwartzman,
and Nelson Tebbe for very helpful comments on earlier drafts of the piece; and to
Christina Hobbs, a member of the class of 2016 at George Washington University Law
School, whose research assistance contributed significantly. The errors are mine.

1 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000bb–2000bb-4 (2012).
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INTRODUCTION

Students of religious liberty typically have intuitions about exempting

religious objectors from legal duties with which others must comply. A com-

mon assumption is that American law can be truly and adequately respectful

of religious freedom only if the law offers avenues to accommodate deeply

held, conscientious religious commitments. Moreover, most students of the

subject think that legislatures or administrators cannot be fully trusted to

produce an optimum mix of well-deserved, practice-specific accommoda-

tions—that is, to do justice over time in the mix of grants and denials of

such accommodations. Power advantage, manipulation and control of

agenda-setting, and religious prejudice are likely to be all too prominent in

the legislative process, and frequently in administrative processes as well.

With this set of intuitions, the choice to involve an impartial judiciary

in the enterprise of religious accommodation seems salutary. Courts, unlike

other branches, are obliged to hear all justiciable claims. Case-by-case adju-

dication, under general standards, guided by reliance on precedent and ana-

logical reasoning, appears to offer hope for a just process of determining

when religiously motivated practices should be shielded from negative legal

consequences.

This set of intuitions extends to substance as well as to process. When

confronted with examples, most people can identify religious claims that
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appear highly exemption-worthy, because denying them appears to greatly

intrude on faith while producing little or no public benefit. Consider the

example of a school that forbids the wearing of hats, and its consequent

refusal to accommodate a child whose faith requires him or her to wear a

head covering. Conversely, many people can identify claims that seem obvi-

ously unworthy of exemption, even if the relevant practice is central to a

particular faith, because granting them appears to produce a risk of signifi-

cant harm to others. Consider the example of an airline passenger who as-

serts that her faith requires her to carry a deadly weapon at all times.

Having constructed categories of easy cases, defined primarily (though

not exclusively) by risk of harm, most students of the subject will eventually

arrive at close or difficult cases with respect to granting accommodations or

exemptions. Perhaps the significance of certain practices within a particular

faith is unclear; perhaps the risk of harm they create is in a non-trivial mid-

range. Consider the example of a soldier who asserts that she can never work

the evening shift on a military base on account of her religious duties at

home during the evening hours. Her religious duties may be difficult for

outsiders to her faith to understand, and accommodating her faith commit-

ments inevitably will impose extra evening work on others.

In these kinds of cases, judges applying standards of an exemption re-

gime typically will want to know more about the religious practice, its sig-

nificance to its adherents, and the harms to others that may follow from

accommodating the practice. As information about particular claims ac-

cumulates, and variations among the claims proliferate, judges soon will be

forced to confront a set of conflicting intuitions, not only about the cases in

the middle ground, but also about which cases fall into each of three catego-

ries—yes, no, and maybe. They will be uncertain about so many of the rele-

vant variables—the faith, the role of the practice within it, the religious

significance of accommodation or non-accommodation, and the costs that

accommodation may inflict on government interests or private third parties.

At a level deeper, judges may also be concerned about the sincerity of

exemption claimants, the incentives that a pro-exemption ruling may create

for insincere claims, and the intrusiveness of the process for weeding out

insincere claims. Alas, judges will find no satisfactory template in existing

or past law for rigorous and principled evaluation of these multiple vari-

ables. Eventually, as cases accumulate, their pattern of results will not be

easily defended as a whole.

Adjudication of religious exemptions, under any scheme that applies to

all government action and operates under highly general criteria, repeatedly

reveals this dilemma. We can opt for a judicially administered, generalized

exemption regime that will in particular cases result in what some observers

will see as “good outcomes,” all things considered. Over time, however, that

regime is highly likely to be unprincipled, ad hoc, inconsistent, subject to

manipulation, and predominantly statist. Such a regime will pretend to be

sensitive to religious practice, while nearly always deferring to needs of gov-
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ernment. Moreover, to the extent the regime permits judges to determine the

religious weight and significance of certain practices, the regime unconstitu-

tionally entrusts the state with questions that it is constitutionally incompe-

tent to answer.2

In order to avoid those problems, which involve serious concerns of

justice and constitutional limitation, we can opt to eliminate any such regime

of adjudication. That would limit religion-specific exemptions to those pro-

duced by legislation and administration in regard to particular practices.3

Courts must operate on consistent principles, applicable to all; other

branches have more obvious leeway in balancing costs and benefits. For this

reason, the judiciary presents a complex and highly problematic forum in

which to unpack questions of religious exemptions. An institutional arrange-

ment that favors practice-specific accommodations by legislatures and ad-

ministrators, when joined with other modes of protection of religious

liberty,4 richly protects the interests of religious people without doing vio-

lence to the rule of law.

My approach to this set of issues is Holmesian, grounded in experience

rather than abstract logic.5 As the article will demonstrate, that experience

has been repeated at various intervals over the past fifty years. Judges, and at

times legislators as well, have acknowledged the normative gravity of claims

for religious exemption. These acknowledgments have led to the promulga-

tion of seemingly religion-protective standards for measuring these claims

2 See IRA C. LUPU & ROBERT W. TUTTLE, SECULAR GOVERNMENT, RELIGIOUS PEO-

PLE 226–32 (2014) [hereinafter LUPU & TUTTLE, SECULAR GOVERNMENT] (arguing that
the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment precludes determination of the relig-
ious significance of particular beliefs or practices and offering examples of breach of this
prohibition in cases arising in prisons); Ira C. Lupu & Robert W. Tuttle, The Forms and
Limits of Accommodation: The Case of RLUIPA, 32 CARDOZO L. REV. 1907, 1913–19,
1926–36 (2011) [hereinafter Lupu & Tuttle, The Case of RLUIPA] (echoing a similar
argument and application of the idea in cases involving religious land use and prisons).

3 These exemptions are subject to Establishment Clause constraints, which tend to be
under-noticed and highly significant. For an excellent elaboration of the relevant Estab-
lishment Clause norms, see Frederick Mark Gedicks & Rebecca G. Van Tassel, RFRA
Exemptions from the Contraception Mandate: An Unconstitutional Accommodation of
Religion, 49 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 343, 356–71 (2014); see also LUPU & TUTTLE,
SECULAR GOVERNMENT, supra note 2, at 216–25. R

4 These modes are spelled out in chapters 6–7 of LUPU & TUTTLE, SECULAR GOVERN-

MENT, supra note 2, and summarized succinctly in the conclusion to this paper, see infra R
Concluding Note on Religious Liberty.

5 See OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES, JR., THE COMMON LAW 3 (1881) (“The life of the
law has not been logic; it has been experience. . . . In order to know what it is, we must
know what it has been, and what it tends to become.”). To be sure, there have been
powerful voices behind the view that a regime of free exercise exemptions is normatively
indefensible. See, e.g., CHRISTOPHER L. EISGRUBER & LAWRENCE G. SAGER, RELIGIOUS

FREEDOM AND THE CONSTITUTION 78–120 (2010); Frederick Mark Gedicks, An Unfirm
Foundation: The Regrettable Indefensibility of Religious Exemptions, 20 U. ARK. LITTLE

ROCK L.J. 555 (1998); William P. Marshall, In Defense of Smith and Free Exercise Revi-
sionism, 58 U. CHI. L. REV. 308 (1991). For a very different approach leading to a similar
conclusion, see generally WINNIFRED FALLERS SULLIVAN, THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF RELIG-

IOUS FREEDOM (2007).
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against the government’s competing concerns. Free exercise law and then

statutory law (federal and state) have at various times embodied such

standards.

On rare occasions, application of these standards has produced impor-

tant victories for religious freedom. Far more frequently, however, judges

have displayed pseudo-sensitivity to religious freedom. Judges have flinched

at such claims, either by weakening the standards or working around them.

As I hope the article demonstrates, the best explanation for this pattern is not

bias against religion or against particular faiths. Rather, the culprit is statism,

heavily colored by anxiety about maintaining a toehold on the slippery slope

of choosing among seemingly analogous claims.

Part I locates the piece in the moment—that is, in our current situation

of conflict over religious accommodations with respect to (1) the Affordable

Care Act’s requirement of contraceptive coverage in health insurance and (2)

legal duties to refrain from discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.

Part II turns to the historical evidence that a generalized exemption regime

will be rhetorically strong, experientially weak, and relentlessly ad hoc in its

results. Part II.A addresses the experience from 1963–1990 under a constitu-

tional regime of free exercise exemptions. Part II.B discusses Employment
Division, Department of Human Resources of Oregon v. Smith6 and the un-

easy path from Smith to the Federal RFRA. Part II.C analyzes the record of

adjudication under the Federal RFRA, both before and after City of Boerne
v. Archbishop Flores of San Antonio,7 which invalidated RFRA as applied to

the states. Part II.D brings in the experience under state RFRAs in the same

twenty-plus year period. Part II.E draws lessons from our collective experi-

ence with religious exemption regimes since 1963.

Part III then analyzes Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc.8 in light of

the general regime concerns that this history illuminates, and shows how the

various opinions perfectly illustrate the general dilemma of adjudicating re-

ligious exemptions under a set of general standards. Part IV offers an assess-

ment, drawn from this half century of experience, of the implications of

Hobby Lobby for future conflicts, especially those between religious free-

dom and LGBT equality.

I. GENDER EQUALITY AND RELIGIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS ON THE EVE OF

HOBBY LOBBY

Through the late winter and spring of 2014, lawyers and scholars fo-

cused on religious liberty watched with mounting engagement and anxiety

as a number of parallel battles played out. The most prominent one, which

6 494 U.S. 872 (1990).
7 521 U.S. 507 (1997).
8 134 S. Ct. 2751 (2014) (decided together with No. 13-356, Conestoga Wood Spe-

cialties Corp. v. Burwell).
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had roiled American law and politics over the prior few years, involved the

Affordable Care Act’s requirement that employer-provided health insurance

include all forms of female contraception. The Supreme Court’s decision in

Hobby Lobby has now resolved several aspects of those disputes. As dis-

cussed in Part III, however, the decision leaves open a number of crucial

questions, including most urgently the question of the legal validity of the

existing accommodation for religiously affiliated nonprofit institutions.9

The most important legal authority in the cases concerning the contra-

ceptive mandate has never been the Free Exercise Clause of the First

Amendment.10 No court has ever found that the mandate violates the Free

Exercise Clause. Instead, the Federal RFRA11—far less familiar to the gen-

eral public—has been the center of legal gravity for this body of litigation.

The dominance of RFRA, however, has meant all along that the Supreme

Court’s interpretation, in an earlier era, of the Free Exercise Clause would

play a crucial role. As discussed in detail later in this paper, Congress in-

tended RFRA to “restore” by statute some version of those prior interpreta-

tions.12 Moreover, state RFRAs are modeled on the Federal RFRA, so prior

free exercise decisions are similarly influential in the interpretation of state

law.

Here is the brief, operative provision of the Federal RFRA:13

(a) In general

9 Compare Univ. of Notre Dame v. Burwell, 743 F.3d 547, 554 (7th Cir. 2014) (re-
jecting RFRA claim by the university against the accommodation), with Little Sisters of
the Poor Home for the Aged v. Sebelius, 134 S. Ct. 1022, 1022 (2014) (granting a stay
against enforcement of the accommodation against a religious nonprofit); see also Whea-
ton Coll. v. Burwell, 134 S. Ct. 2806, 2807 (2014); Priests for Life v. U.S. Dep’t of
Health & Human Servs., No. 13-5638, (D.C. Cir. Nov. 14, 2014), archived at http://
perma.cc/339T-3PFH (holding that the accommodation, in its current form, does not im-
pose a substantial burden on an objecting non-profit entity). There also remains the ques-
tion of the application of the Hobby Lobby decision to for-profit firms that object to
covering all female contraceptives, versus only those considered by the employer to be
abortifacients. The objections in Hobby Lobby and Conestoga Woods were limited to the
latter. See Lyle Denniston, Wider Impact of Hobby Lobby Ruling?, SCOTUSBLOG (Jul. 1,
2014, 12:05 PM), http://www.scotusblog.com/2014/07/wider-impact-of-hobby-lobby-rul-
ing, archived at http://perma.cc/Z336-8LH5 (summarizing and linking to the Supreme
Court’s orders to the circuit courts to reconsider cases involving RFRA challenges to
coverage of all pregnancy prevention services). It is difficult to imagine those decisions
being resolved against the objecting firms.

10 U.S. CONST. amend. I (“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.”). Claimants in cases challenging the
mandate have always included Free Exercise Clause claims, but courts that have ruled for
the claimants have always done so on the basis of the Federal RFRA, without reaching
the free exercise arguments, see Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. at 2785, and courts that have
ruled against the claimants’ RFRA arguments have all rejected the free exercise argu-
ments, see Conestoga Woods Specialties Corp. v. Sec’y of U.S. Dep’t of Health & Human
Servs., 724 F.3d 379, 388 (3rd Cir. 2013), rev’d sub nom. Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. 2751.

11 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000bb–2000bb-4 (2012).
12 As discussed in Part III, Justices Alito and Ginsburg dueled over the scope of this

restoration of case law in their majority and dissenting opinions, respectively, in Hobby
Lobby.

13 42 U.S.C. § 2000bb-1 (2012).
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Government shall not substantially burden a person’s exercise of religion

even if the burden results from a rule of general applicability, except as

provided in subsection (b) of this section.

(b) Exception

Government may substantially burden a person’s exercise of religion only if

it demonstrates that application of the burden to the person—
(1) is in furtherance of a compelling governmental interest; and

(2) is the least restrictive means of furthering that compelling governmental

interest.

RFRA’s general prohibition on the government burdening religious ex-

ercise appears to be a strict command (“shall not”); RFRA’s exception looks

familiar to constitutional lawyers, well-acquainted with the language of

compelling interests and least restrictive means, both of which ordinarily

signal a strong presumption against the government. As elaborated below,

however, the narrative of RFRA’s enactment and subsequent interpretation

maps erratically at best onto the use of these concepts elsewhere in constitu-

tional law.  For lawyers and academics who have tracked the entire mass of

contraceptive mandate litigation over the past few years, the many RFRA

questions raised in these cases have defied any easy path to resolution. In

considerable part, the resistance to clear answers has not simply been the

product of the cognitive dissonance produced by the conflicts between con-

servative religious values and women’s reproductive freedom. For even the

most careful and open-minded of lawyers, these cases presented a set of

difficult and interrelated questions. Here is a list, inevitably incomplete:14

1. Corporate Religious Exercise: Is a corporation a “person” within the

meaning of RFRA’s operative provision? How can an artificial person exer-

cise religion? Are business corporations a different sort of artificial person

than religiously affiliated nonprofit entities, such as universities, hospitals,

14 For an impressively comprehensive identification and analysis of the issues raised
in Hobby Lobby, see Marty Lederman, Compendium of Posts on Hobby Lobby and Re-
lated Cases, BALKINIZATION (Jul. 19, 2014, 3:16 AM), http://balkin.blogspot.com/2014/
02/compendium-of-posts-on-hobby-lobby-and.html, archived at http://perma.cc/8DU6-
FD67; Eugene Volokh, Hobby Lobby, the Employer Mandate, and Religious Exemptions,
THE VOLOKH CONSPIRACY (Dec. 2, 2013, 12:40 AM), http://www.volokh.com/2013/12/
02/hobby-lobby-employer-mandate-religious-exemptions, archived at http://perma.cc/
ZL2F-Z74Q. The Establishment Clause issues in the litigation are thoroughly analyzed in
Gedicks & Van Tassel, supra note 3, at 372–83; Micah Schwartzman, Richard Schragger R
& Nelson Tebbe, The Establishment Clause and the Contraceptive Mandate, BALKINIZA-

TION (Nov. 27, 2013, 2:05PM), http://balkin.blogspot.com/2013/11/the-establishment-
clause-and.html, archived at http://perma.cc/A9YN-XZRW; Nelson Tebbe, Richard
Schragger & Micah Schwartzman, Hobby Lobby and the Establishment Clause, Part II:
What Counts as a Burden on Employees?, BALKINIZATION (Dec. 4, 2013, 6:04PM), http://
balkin.blogspot.com/2013/12/hobby-lobby-and-establishment-clause.html, archived at
http://perma.cc/8NA-N92T; Micah Schwartzman, Richard Schragger & Nelson Tebbe,
Hobby Lobby and the Establishment Clause, Part III: Reconciling Amos and Cutter,
BALKINIZATION (Dec. 9, 2013, 11:15AM), http://balkin.blogspot.com/2013/12/hobby-
lobby-and-establishment-clause_9.html, archived at http://perma.cc/RDY9-K3U7.
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and charities? How can these entities be “persons” if business entities are

not?

2. “Substantially Burden”: What counts as a “burden” under RFRA, and

what makes a burden “substantial”? May courts look at the religious weight

and significance (that is, the religious cost of compliance with the law) of

the asserted burden, or are they limited to examining the secular costs of

non-compliance? Does the availability of an employer option to drop health

coverage and pay a tax make the secular burden of the mandate insubstan-

tial? Does legal pressure that may lead an employer to facilitate the “sins”

of others, who make independent behavioral choices, constitute a substantial

religious burden on the employer?

3. “Compelling Governmental Interest”: What governmental interests

are compelling enough to justify imposition of such burdens? Are these in-

terests to be measured in general terms, such as “women’s health” or “gen-

der equality,” or only as implicated by particular exemption claims—that is,

by the marginal cost to the government or affected third parties of recogniz-

ing exemptions? If an employer refuses to cover certain goods in a health

insurance policy, is the harm any greater than the cost to employees of self-

insuring for those goods? Why should the government be so strenuously

interested in avoiding that kind of cost shifting?

4. “Least Restrictive Means”: When, if ever, are less restrictive means

unavailable to achieve this kind of government interest? In particular, when

the interest is in providing some good (contraceptive goods and services, for

example) rather than avoiding some privately inflicted harm (an act of vio-

lence, for example), can’t the government always provide the good itself

rather than imposing a duty on private parties to provide that good?

What was striking about the conversation that flowed across these dis-

crete issues was the near-total lack of a common frame of reference for dis-

cussing them. On every question, advocates talked past each other. When

Hobby Lobby’s supporters asked why the Green family should be made to

leave their religious values at home when they went into business, the gov-

ernment’s supporters replied by asking why the Greens should be permitted

to impose their religious values on employees and their families.15

These dueling sound bites were not merely an artifact of rhetorical

strategy and legal or political positioning. Rather, as Part II below explains,

this was a thoroughly predictable feature of the conversation about the con-

tent and application of the standards that supposedly guide religious exemp-

15 Professor Tuttle and I played our own parts in this game, though our first joint post
on the case straddled the sides to some extent. See Ira Lupu & Robert Tuttle, Symposium:
Religious Questions and Saving Constructions, SCOTUSBLOG (Feb. 18, 2014, 11:12
AM), http://www.scotusblog.com/2014/02/symposium-religious-questions-and-saving-
constructions, archived at http://perma.cc/JLM5-ZLNF [hereinafter Lupu & Tuttle, Sym-
posium: Religious Questions and Saving Constructions] (agreeing with Hobby Lobby on
the question of substantial burden, but arguing that the government should prevail be-
cause an exemption would harm workers and their dependents).
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tions. The endless plasticity of those standards invites widely disparate lines

of argument for advocates and equally disparate modes of resolution for

judges.

As the many challenges to the Affordable Care Act’s contraceptive

mandate made their way through the federal courts,16 a related cultural con-

flict exploded. Across the heartland of America, proponents of civil equality

for same-sex couples dueled legally and politically with religious objectors

to that equality. One manifestation of the conflict involved attempts in Kan-

sas, Arizona, Mississippi, and other states to legislate about religious free-

dom. The proposed Kansas law, entitled “AN ACT concerning religious

freedoms with respect to marriage,”17 would have very specifically pre-

cluded the imposition of any legal duty on an “individual or religious en-

tity” to provide any services or goods related to any marriage or to the

celebration of any marriage, or any legal duty to “treat any marriage . . . as

valid.”18 The proposed law defined “religious entity” to include privately

held, for-profit businesses as well as nonprofit entities.19

No one had any doubt about the source of political energy that was

driving the proposed Kansas law, which passed one house of the state legis-

lature. In the weeks leading up to its consideration, federal district courts in

Hawaii, Oklahoma, Virginia, Kentucky, and Utah had ruled that the Four-

teenth Amendment required the State to allow same-sex couples the same

rights to marry as opposite-sex couples.20 The proposed Kansas law was an

effort to pre-emptively bar the application of anti-discrimination norms,

which at the time did not even exist in Kansas law, to businesses, public

employees, and others who objected on religious grounds to same-sex un-

16 For a complete list, see HHS Mandate Information Central, THE BECKET FUND FOR

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY, http://www.becketfund.org/hhsinformationcentral/#tab1, archived at
http://perma.cc/A3QP-58Y5.

17 H.R. 2453, 85th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Kan. 2014), archived at http://perma.cc/3FJT-
DM42.

18 Id. § 1(c).
19 Id. § 3(a).
20 Amsterdam v. Abercrombie, No. 13–00649 SOM–KSC, 2014 WL 689764, at *1,

*4 (D. Haw. Feb. 19, 2014); Bishop v. United States ex rel. Holder, 962 F. Supp. 2d
1252, 1296–97 (N.D. Okla. 2014), aff’d sub nom. Bishop v. Smith, 760 F.3d 1070 (10th
Cir. 2014), cert. denied, 83 U.S.L.W. 3189 (U.S. Oct. 6, 2014) (No. 14-136); Bostic v.
Rainey, 970 F. Supp. 2d 456, 480–82 (E.D. Va. 2014), aff’d sub nom. Bostic v. Schaefer,
760 F.3d 352 (4th Cir. 2014), stay granted sub nom. McQuigg v. Bostic, 83 U.S.L.W.
3105 (U.S. Aug. 20, 2014) (No. 14A196), cert. denied, 83 U.S.L.W. 3189 (U.S. Oct. 6,
2014) (No. 14-153); McGee v. Cole, 993 F. Supp. 2d 639, 657–58 (S.D. W. Va. 2014);
Bourke v. Beshear, 996 F. Supp. 2d 542, 544–46 (W.D. Ky. 2014), stay continued sub
nom. Love v. Beshear, No. 3:13–CV–750–H, 2014 WL 1117271 (W.D. Ky. Mar. 19,
2014), stay continued, 989 F. Supp. 2d 536 (W.D. Ky. 2014); Evans v. Utah, No.
2:14CV55DAK, 2014 WL 2048343, at *21 (D. Utah May 19, 2014), stay denied, No. 14-
4060, 2014 U.S. App. LEXIS 15972 (10th Cir. Jul. 11, 2014), stay granted sub nom.
Herbert v. Evans, 83 U.S.L.W. 3073 (U.S. Jul. 18, 2014) (No. 14A65); Kitchen v. Her-
bert, 961 F. Supp. 2d 1181, 1188 (D. Utah 2013), stay denied, No. 2:13–cv–217, 2013
WL 6834634 (D. Utah Dec. 23, 2013), stay granted, 134 S. Ct. 893 (2014), aff’d, 755 F.
3d 1193 (10th Cir. 2014), cert. denied, 83 U.S.L.W. 3189 (U.S. Oct. 6, 2014) (No. 14-
124).
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ions. As such, the proposal triggered a firestorm of criticism, and the state

Senate eventually balked and refused to enact the measure.21

The angry political conflict in Kansas quickly spilled over into a con-

troversy about proposed amendments to Arizona’s Free Exercise of Religion

Act.22 Although neither the Act nor the proposed amendments said anything

about weddings, marriages, sex, or gender, the proposal immediately drew

fire as an attempt to achieve the same ends as the Kansas proposal. The

amendments would have explicitly allowed for-profit business corporations

to raise claims and defenses under the Act23 and would have clarified that

such defenses were available in private lawsuits as well as actions brought

by the State of Arizona.24 Critics of these amendments successfully painted

them as being “licenses to discriminate” against those in same-sex relation-

ships, and Governor Brewer—under great pressure from business interests

and threatened with the loss of Arizona’s winning bid to host the Super Bowl

in Phoenix in February 2015 if the bill passed—vetoed the bill.25

A few weeks before oral argument in Hobby Lobby, and a few weeks

after the political explosion over religious freedom legislation proposed in

Kansas and Arizona, a less well-noticed conflict played out in the State of

Mississippi. The state’s Republican leaders introduced and advocated for a

Religious Freedom Restoration Act.26 The proposed Act made no mention of

marriage, same-sex or otherwise. Moreover, Mississippi (like many other

states) neither recognizes same-sex marriage nor prohibits discrimination

against LGBT people in the distribution of goods and services.27 Neverthe-

less, the political conflict over the measure, which eventually became law28

in a form weaker than originally proposed, centered precisely on the ques-

tion of whether the proposal would license that kind of discrimination, in the

context of wedding celebrations or otherwise.29

21 Bryan Lowry, Kansas Senate Leaders Kill Controversial Religious Freedom Bill,
WICHITA EAGLE (Feb. 18, 2014), http://eprod.kansas.com/news/article1134753.html,
archived at http://perma.cc/5UWU-HHLV.

22 S.B. 1062, 51st Leg., 2d Reg. Sess. (Ariz. 2014).
23 Id. § 41-1493(5).
24 Id. § 41-1493.01(D).
25 Alia Beard Rau, Yvonne Wingett Sanchez & Mary Jo Pitzl, Arizona Gov. Jan

Brewer Vetoes Senate Bill 1062, ARIZ. REPUBLIC (Feb. 26, 2014), http://
www.azcentral.com/news/politics/articles/20140226arizona-jan-brewer-1062-statement
.html, archived at http://perma.cc/GM9L-WNHE.

26 S.B. 2681, 2014 Leg., Reg. Sess. (Miss. 2014), archived at http://perma.cc/ZJT5-
X6J8.

27 See Douglas NeJaime, Marriage Inequality: Same-Sex Relationships, Religious Ex-
emptions, and the Production of Sexual Orientation Discrimination, 100 CAL. L. REV.
1169, 1190 n.66–67 (2012) (listing twenty-one states, not including Mississippi, and the
District of Columbia as having laws prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation).

28 MISS. CODE ANN. § 11-61-1 (2014) (limiting the Act to claims against government
and not including claims or defenses against private parties).

29 See, e.g., Emily Wagster Pettus, Miss. Governor Signs Religious Freedom Bill that
Could Allow Anti-Gay Discrimination, LGBTQ NATION (Apr. 3, 2014), http://
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In the skirmishing over the Mississippi RFRA, two groups of legal

scholars sent letters to the state’s legislative leaders with respect to the law’s

merits and likely impact. The signatories on the first of those letters included

a group that had been advocating for the rights of vendors to refuse on relig-

ious grounds to provide goods and services to same-sex wedding ceremo-

nies.30 This communication, under the letterhead of Professor Douglas

Laycock, made absolutely no mention of weddings or discrimination. After

describing the pattern of state RFRAs and the content of Mississippi consti-

tutional law, the letter argued the following:

[T]he standard [the proposed Mississippi RFRA] creates now ap-

plies to the federal government and more than 30 of the states, and

was the standard for the entire country from 1963 to 1990. In the

places where this standard applies, it has not been interpreted in

crazy ways that have caused problems for those jurisdictions; if

anything, these laws have been enforced too cautiously.31

The second letter,32 to which I was a signatory, read in tone and content

as if it were addressed to an entirely different legislative proposal. The letter

emphasized the potential reliance on a state RFRA to discriminate against

LGBT people and others, and it highlighted the strenuous recent enforce-

ment of the Federal RFRA, upon which the Mississippi RFRA (and that of

many other states) is modeled. In particular, the letter emphasized that the

terms of RFRA

are tilted heavily in favor of religious freedom claims and against
competing civil rights concerns . . . . Recent decisions by the Su-

www.lgbtqnation.com/2014/04/miss-governor-signs-religious-freedom-bill-that-could-al-
low-anti-gay-discrimination, archived at http://perma.cc/BZJ7-EBNP.

30 Many of their communications to legislators on this subject are available. Thomas
Berg, Archive: Memos/Letters on Religious Liberty and Same-Sex Marriage, MIRROR OF

JUSTICE (Aug. 2, 2009), http://mirrorofjustice.blogs.com/mirrorofjustice/2009/08/memos-
letters-on-religious-liberty-and-samesex-marriage.html, archived at http://perma.cc/
XTR3-PCM9.

31 Letter from Douglas Laycock, Professor of Law, Univ. of Va. Sch. of Law, et al. to
Philip Gunn, Speaker, Miss. House of Representatives 2 (Feb. 11, 2014), http://
www.scribd.com/doc/210109360/Mississippi-RFRA. The signatories included Professors
Richard Garnett, Thomas Berg, and Christopher Lund, all of whom had urged the legisla-
tures of other states to create wedding vendor exceptions to state law duties to serve
without discrimination based on sexual orientation. See materials archived at MIRROR OF

JUSTICE, supra note 30. R
32 Letter from Ira C. Lupu, Professor of Law, George Washington Univ. Sch. of Law

& Religious Liberty Scholars Opposing Miss. Bill 2681 to Phillip Gunn, Speaker, Miss.
House of Representatives et al. 4–5 (Mar. 10, 2014) [hereinafter Letter Opposing Miss.
Bill 2681], archived at http://perma.cc/3U2M-L2LW. The signatories included several
scholars, myself included, who had earlier urged the Illinois legislature to defeat a legis-
lative proposal (backed by the Laycock group) that would protect the freedom of vendors
to refuse on religious grounds to serve same-sex weddings. See Letter from Ira C. Lupu,
Professor of Law, George Washington Univ. Sch. of Law & Religious Liberty Scholars
Opposing Illinois “Marriage Conscience Protection” Provisions (Oct. 23, 2013),
archived at http://perma.cc/5PXG-JG69.
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preme Court and the lower federal courts highlight [the Federal]

RFRA’s significant weighing in favor of religious interests, and

against whatever government interests are on the other side.33

The letter went on to emphasize the (recent) ease of satisfying the require-

ment of “substantial burden on the[ ] exercise of religion”34 because “any

sort of fine or legal sanction imposed for conduct that the actor asserts is

motivated by his religious faith will be sufficient to show such a burden.”35

Moreover, as the letter argued:

Once a showing of substantial burden has been made, the re-

quirement in [the Bill] that the government show that application

of a law is “essential to further a compelling state interest” and the

“least restrictive means” to do so is likely to be very difficult to

satisfy. Federal RFRA imposes an identical standard on the federal

government. In the most prominent Federal RFRA decision to

date, Gonzales v. O Centro [Beneficente Uniao do Vegetal], 546

U.S. 418 (2006), the Supreme Court unanimously ruled that the

federal government had not sufficiently proven that it had a com-

pelling interest in stopping importation of a hallucinogenic drug

(hoasca tea), banned by the Federal Controlled Substances

Act. . . .

Suppose [the proposed Mississippi RFRA] becomes law. If a

person raises a RFRA defense to a charge under state or local anti-

discrimination law (whether already enacted or enacted after

[RFRA]), that person would likely include as part of his defense

that other, non-objecting persons provide the same or similar

goods and services. Such a person would assert that the existence

of alternative providers renders application of the law not “essen-

tial” as to him. . . . [I]f state courts follow the model of [recent

federal decisions], the state’s RFRA might protect exactly that

kind of discrimination.36

Was one of these groups of scholars being deceptive or dishonest in its

arguments to the Mississippi legislature? I make no such claim. The scholar-

proponents of the Mississippi RFRA had a complex agenda, which included

a general concern for religious freedom; this concern extended to empower-

ing at least some religious objectors to same-sex marriage. And, as elabo-

rated in Part II.D below, these proponents quite accurately asserted that a

number of state RFRAs had been weakly enforced. The scholar-opponents

33 Letter Opposing Miss. Bill 2681, supra note 32 (emphasis added). R
34 Id. at 5 (quoting S.B. 2681 § 1(5)(a), 2014 Leg., Reg. Sess. (Miss. 2014)).
35 Id. (“So will any threat of lost government benefits, ‘exclusion from government

programs,’ or lost ‘access to governmental facilities’ as a result of religious exercise.”)
(quoting S.B. 2681 § 1(4)(a), 2014 Leg., Reg. Sess. (Miss. 2014)).

36 Id. at 5–6 (footnote omitted).
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had a more focused agenda—flagging a RFRA as a potential threat to anti-

discrimination laws in general,37 and as a constraint on full marriage equality

in particular. The opponents also accurately asserted that the Federal RFRA

had become more potent over the past several years, especially in light of the

litigation challenges to the contraceptive mandate. The proponents had no

interest in flagging the recent surge in strength of the Federal RFRA; that

development undercut their claim that a state RFRA was likely to do some

good with little risk of harm.

What was striking to those who were simultaneously monitoring the

contraceptive mandate litigation concerning the Affordable Care Act, and

the Mississippi RFRA fight, was the conceptual overlap between the Federal

RFRA questions in the former and the potential questions that the latter

might eventually generate. Can a business corporation be a “person” who

exercises religion? Is a requirement to provide (or not discriminate in the

provision of) certain goods and services a “substantial burden” on the pro-

vider’s religious exercise, when the provider objects to use of the goods by

others for certain purposes? Does the government have a compelling interest

in disallowing all exemptions from such obligations, even if alternative

methods of provision of these goods are likely to be available?

In the middle of this political debate in Mississippi, Professor Thomas

Berg (one of the proponents of the state RFRA and a contributor to this

Symposium) commented in a blog post that the atmosphere for proponents

of RFRAs had become “toxic.”38 Indeed. As Professor Berg well knows, the

moment’s toxicity was a function of the marriage equality battle. But the

problem presented by RFRAs, or any other mechanism for adjudication of

religious exemptions under general standards, is not momentary,39 and is not

limited to the context of same-sex marriage or anti-discrimination law more

generally. The problem is territorial and longstanding—such regimes invite

37 Active proponents of the Mississippi RFRA were explicit in their defense of the
law as supportive of the rights of wedding vendors to refuse service to same-sex couples.
See, e.g., FRC Commends Mississippi Legislature for Approving Religious Freedom Leg-
islation, FAMILY RESEARCH COUNCIL (Apr. 1, 2014), http://www.frc.org/pressrelease/frc-
commends-mississippi-legislature-for-approving-religious-freedom-legislation, archived
at http://perma.cc/KF4T-G475.

38 Thomas Berg, The Scholars’ Mississippi Letter: RFRAs in General Are Now Bad,
MIRROR OF JUSTICE (Mar. 25, 2014), http://mirrorofjustice.blogs.com/mirrorofjustice/
2014/03/the-scholars-mississippi-letter-rfras-in-general-are-now-bad.html, archived at
http://perma.cc/LH2U-DRHK (“[P]olitically this is an impossibly toxic time to propose
a state RFRA.”). The time is anti-toxic for those Mississippi businesses whose owners
oppose anti-gay discrimination, and are publicizing their opposition to what they believe
the state RFRA represents. See Michael K. Lavers, Business Owners Challenge Anti-Gay
Miss. Law, WASH. BLADE (July 11, 2014), http://www.washingtonblade.com/2014/07/11/
business-owners-challenge-anti-gay-miss-law, archived at http://perma.cc/FX5A-F9VM
(showing anti-discrimination seal that such business owners are putting on their shop
doors).

39 For an argument that the events outlined in this Part I do indeed represent a crucial
“moment” in the historical narrative of religious liberty in the United States, see Paul
Horwitz, The Hobby Lobby Moment, 128 HARV. L. REV. 154 (forthcoming 2014).
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sympathy for the plight of religious objectors, but they also invite indetermi-

nacy, result-orientation, frequent (though undisclosed) pro-government bias,

and the exercise of official power over questions that are wisely walled off

from state resolution by the Constitution.

II. A BRIEF HISTORY OF RELIGIOUS EXEMPTION REGIMES

Like the subject of time, a narrative history of religious exemption re-

gimes does not invite brevity.40 My thesis, however, depends on explication

of this history. Any useful version, however brief, must build the connection

between now-abandoned constitutional law of religious exemptions and the

developing statutory law (federal and state) that relates to the same set of

concerns. Accordingly, Part II.A addresses the development of religious ex-

emptions and the use of the compelling interest test in Free Exercise Clause

decisions from 1963–1990. Part II.B focuses on Employment Division v.
Smith,41 which ended that era, and the enactment in 1993 of RFRA, which

originally applied to all law, federal and state, in the United States. Part II.C

turns to litigation results under the Federal RFRA. Part II.C.1 identifies the

litigation pattern under RFRA from 1993 until 1997, when the decision in

City of Boerne invalidated RFRA as applied to state and local law.42 Part

II.C.2 focuses on the period between 1997 and the Court’s 2006 decision in

Gonzales v. O Centro Espirita Benficente Uniao do Vegetal,43 a decision that

appeared to invigorate RFRA as applied to federal law. Part II.C.3 explores

the surprising failure of O Centro to strengthen RFRA regime in practice, at

least until the litigation about the contraceptive mandate produced the most

significant surge in RFRA’s history. Part II.D examines the record under

state RFRAs, which are frequently modeled on the federal version. Part II.E

extracts lessons from this history, as it stood on the eve of Hobby Lobby.44

A. The Rise and Decline of Exemptions Under the Free Exercise Clause

Prior to 1963, the Court had never ruled that the Free Exercise Clause,

standing alone, supports an exemption from general laws. In 1878, the Court

held in Reynolds v. United States, the Mormon polygamy case, that the

Clause protects religious belief but does not exempt religiously motivated

action from otherwise valid laws.45 As the Court put it in Reynolds, “[t]o

permit [religious excuse for violation of legal duty] would be to make the

40 Cf. STEPHEN HAWKING, A BRIEF HISTORY OF TIME (1988).
41 494 U.S. 872 (1990).
42 521 U.S. 507 (1997).
43 546 U.S. 418 (2006).
44 134 S. Ct. 2751 (2014).
45 98 U.S. 145 (1878).
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professed doctrines of religious belief superior to the law of the land, and in

effect to permit every citizen to become a law unto himself.”46

Constitutional law remained steadfastly true to that proposition for the

next eighty-five years. Prior to 1963, all of the victories for religious claim-

ants in the Supreme Court involved assertions of rights that protected secular

and religious acts alike. Several of these decisions turned on the rights,

under the Due Process Clause, of parents to direct the upbringing and educa-

tion of their children;47 others, most notably West Virginia Board of Educa-
tion v. Barnette48 and Cantwell v. Connecticut,49 depended upon the presence

of free speech interests. When the Court confronted claims resting on the

Free Exercise Clause alone—that is, claims for religious exemptions from

duties applicable to others—the claimant invariably lost.50

In 1961, the Court first planted the seeds of doctrinal change in Braun-
feld v. Brown,51 which rejected a claim for a free exercise exemption from

Sunday Closing Laws, but nevertheless used the language of “burdens” and

deployed the technique of exploring alternative means to the same end.52

Two years later, the Supreme Court’s decision in Sherbert v. Verner53 brought

those seeds to germination. Sherbert upheld a free exercise claim against the

application of South Carolina’s unemployment compensation statute to a

Saturday Sabbatarian, who asserted that she had good cause to refuse em-

ployment requiring Saturday work. Sherbert added the language of “com-

pelling state interest,”54 thus consolidating a standard that, thirty years later,

became the centerpiece for the statutory embrace of religious freedom.

46 Id. at 167.
47 See, e.g., Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 399–402 (1923); Pierce v. Soc’y of

Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 534–35 (1925).
48 See W. Va. State Bd. of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 634–35 & n.15 (1943)

(“Nor does the issue as we see it turn on one’s possession of particular religious views or
the sincerity with which they are held. While religion supplies appellees’ motive for en-
during the discomforts of making the issue in this case, many citizens who do not share
these religious views hold such a compulsory rite to infringe constitutional liberty of the
individual.”).

49 310 U.S. 296, 306–311 (1940). We trace the story of Barnette and Cantwell in
more detail in LUPU & TUTTLE, SECULAR GOVERNMENT, supra note 2, at 183–90. R

50 See, e.g., Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158, 164–70 (1944) (finding that rights
conferred by the Free Exercise Clause may be limited in the interest of child welfare);
Minersville Sch. Dist. v. Gobitis, 310 U.S. 586, 593–600 (1940) (finding that the First
Amendment does not require States to excuse public school students, on religious ground,
from saluting the American flag and reciting the Pledge of Allegiance); Hamilton v. Re-
gents of the Univ. of Cal., 293 U.S. 245, 262–64 (1934) (rejecting the assertion that the
due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, as a safeguard of the rights guaranteed
under the Free Exercise Clause, confers the right to students in a state university to opt-
out of military training as a condition of attendance).

51 366 U.S. 599 (1961). I examine the role of Braunfeld in the rise of a heightened
standard of protection in free exercise cases in Ira C. Lupu, Where Rights Begin: The
Problem of Burdens on the Free Exercise of Religion, 102 HARV. L. REV. 933, 939–42
(1989) [hereinafter Lupu, Where Rights Begin].

52 Braunfeld, 366 U.S. at 607.
53 374 U.S. 398 (1963).
54 Id. at 406.
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Sherbert was far more ambiguous than present-day restorers make it

appear; the decision turned in part on the discrimination in South Carolina

law in favor of Sunday Sabbatarians.55 Moreover, Sherbert did not exempt

the claimant from anything. The Court did not hold that Mrs. Sherbert could

refuse work without good cause and still collect unemployment benefits;

rather, it implicitly suggested that the state must treat her religious commit-

ments as good cause in light of the state’s constitutional duty to avoid bur-

dening religious freedom.56 Sherbert is a decision about a constitutionally

mandatory extension of benefits, rather than an exemption from general

norms.

Wisconsin v. Yoder,57 decided in 1972, is the true and only lynchpin of a

doctrine of free exercise exemptions. Yoder held that the Free Exercise

Clause relieved adult members of the Old Order Amish from the obligation

to send their children to school until the age of sixteen. Yoder is indeed an

exemption case, and it is expressly limited to religiously motivated claims to

such an exemption;58 on its own terms, it rests on the Free Exercise Clause,

and not on a religion-indifferent doctrine of parental rights. This is precisely

what makes Yoder different from Barnette,59 in which religion-indifferent

freedom from compelled speech, rather than religion-dependent objection to

the Salute, is driving the constitutional result.

Like Sherbert, Yoder also utilized the language of substantial burden

and compelling interests, but a close examination of the opinion reveals it to

be an exercise in even-handed balancing of interests, with close attention to

the harms at the margin of each side’s concerns.60 The Court carefully ana-

lyzed, in light of facts in the record, the beliefs of the Old Order Amish

concerning their obligations to maintain the continuity of their religious

community, and the likely effects on that community if the Amish were not

exempted from the obligation to send their fourteen- to fifteen-year olds to

school.61 And the Court likewise examined the precise impact of an exemp-

55 Id. (explaining that discriminatory treatment of Saturday Sabbatarians in state law
compounds the constitutional problem).

56 Id. at 403 (“[A]ppellant’s conscientious objection to Saturday work constitutes no
conduct prompted by religious principles of a kind within the reach of state legislation.”).

57 406 U.S. 205 (1972).
58 Id. at 215–17 (distinguishing claims based on secular philosophy from those based

on religious belief). These themes are elaborated further in LUPU & TUTTLE, SECULAR

GOVERNMENT, supra note 2, at 192–95. R
59 319 U.S. at 634–35.
60 Douglas’s solo dissent argued that the Court had ignored a crucial third-party inter-

est—that of the Amish children whose formal education was being truncated at age four-
teen. See 406 U.S. at 243–46 (arguing that the affected children should have a right to be
heard on the harms of the requested exemption). Such a hearing would, of course, poten-
tially put the children in open and public conflict with their parents’ religious desires.

61 Id. at 217–18. That inquiry—the effects of non-exemption on religious concerns—
is deeply problematic, because it may force a reviewing court to consider questions of
ecclesiological depth and continuity over time. The government’s courts are constitution-
ally incompetent to address strictly ecclesiastical questions, such as fitness for religious
ministry. See Hosanna-Tabor Evangelical Lutheran Church & Sch. v. EEOC, 132 S. Ct.
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tion on the state interests—having independent, self-reliant citizens with at

least a minimum education—that Wisconsin claimed were at stake.62 Only

after a detailed comparison of the effects on both sides of this equation did

the Court resolve the case in favor of the Amish.

Between Yoder and Employment Division v. Smith, the path of free ex-

ercise decisions in the Supreme Court is an inconvenient embarrassment to

restorers. The only victories for free exercise claimants in the Supreme Court

involved explicit discrimination against religion63 or denials of unemploy-

ment compensation; indeed, two of the three unemployment cases involved

Sabbatarians,64 similar to Sherbert. The third, Thomas v. Review Board of
Indiana,65 concerned conscientious objection by an employee to participa-

tion in the production of armaments.66 Like Sherbert, these subsequent un-

employment compensation decisions are also “false exemption” cases. Each

of them requires extension of the concept of “good cause” to refuse prof-

fered employment, rather than an exemption from the requirement of good

cause. As a “true exemption” case, Yoder is the cheese—it stands alone.

The smattering of unemployment decisions to one side, the decade of

the 1980s demonstrated that the Supreme Court was utterly unprepared to

keep the promise that Yoder had apparently made. In case after case, the

Court found ways to distinguish Sherbert-Yoder and rule against the free

exercise claimant. These rulings fell into three basic categories. First, the

Court held that the seemingly strict test of Yoder did not apply in govern-

ment-controlled enclaves—the armed forces67 and prisons.68 The special

needs for discipline in such contexts generically trumped religious liberty

concerns.

694, 704–06 (2012) (stating that the First Amendment prohibits government involvement
in the resolution of ecclesiastical controversies, and thus effectively commits their resolu-
tion to the appropriate religious authority). The Yoder opinion revealed little sign of
awareness of this concern, but it came home to roost in the years that follow. See LUPU &
TUTTLE, SECULAR GOVERNMENT, supra note 2, at 43–73, 226–32. R

62 Yoder, 406 U.S. at 224–25.
63 McDaniel v. Paty, 435 U.S. 618 (1978) (finding that a state may not bar clergy

from elected office).
64 Hobbie v. Unemp’t. Appeals Comm’n, 480 U.S. 136, 138 (1987); Frazee v. Ill.

Dep’t of Emp’t Sec., 489 U.S. 829 (1989).
65 450 U.S. 707 (1981).
66 Significantly for the outcome in Hobby Lobby, Thomas appears to solve the di-

lemma of judicial incompetence to resolve ecclesiastical questions by making the claim-
ant the judge of the religious substantiality of the burden he asserts. See infra Part III.B;
see also Thomas, 450 U.S. at 715–16 (stating that courts are incompetent arbiters of
competing scriptural interpretation).

67 Goldman v. Weinberger, 475 U.S. 503 (1986) (finding that the Yoder test does not
apply in cases arising in the Armed Forces, and that the Free Exercise Clause does not
protect religious apparel from military uniform regulations).

68 O’Lone v. Estate of Shabazz, 482 U.S. 342 (1987) (finding that the Yoder test does
not apply in cases arising in institutions of confinement, and rejecting holding that placed
burden on prison officials to disprove the availability of alternative methods of accommo-
dating prisoners’ religious rights).
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Second, the Court construed the idea of “substantial burdens” to limit it

to (a) coercive impositions in the form of punishments for religiously moti-

vated acts; or (b) conditions, inconsistent with faith commitments, on gov-

ernment benefits. As the Court elaborated in Thomas v. Review Board:

Where the state conditions receipt of an important benefit upon

conduct proscribed by a religious faith, or where it denies such a

benefit because of conduct mandated by religious belief, thereby

putting substantial pressure on an adherent to modify his behavior

and to violate his beliefs, a burden upon religion exists. While the

compulsion may be indirect, the infringement upon free exercise is

nonetheless substantial.69

However expansive this idea of “substantial pressure on an adherent to

modify his behavior and to violate his beliefs” may seem, it nevertheless

omits some government activity that has profoundly negative effects on faith

practices. In Lyng v. Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Ass’n, the Court

notoriously held that the government’s conduct on public lands, despite the

severe and deleterious effects of that conduct on Native American sacred

sites, did not constitute a legally cognizable burden on the exercise of relig-

ion by tribes whose sites had been disturbed.70 The ruling in Lyng effectively

blocked the use of the Free Exercise Clause as a protector of Native Ameri-

can religious rituals and practices on the public lands.

Third, in particular contexts, the Court retreated from a Yoder-style bal-

ancing of precise interests at the margin of each side’s concerns—that is, the

respective costs of exemption and non-exemption. Instead, it categorically

generalized the concept of compelling interest. In cases involving claimed

exemption from taxation71 and from anti-discrimination norms,72 the Court

stopped analyzing claims at the margin of state interests and vindicated the

government’s wholesale interest in refusing to entertain any exemption

claims whatsoever.73

69 450 U.S. at 717–18.
70 485 U.S. 439, 447–53 (1988). For fuller elaboration of Lyng and the conceptual

problem of what constitutes a legally cognizable burden on the free exercise of religion,
see generally Lupu, Where Rights Begin, supra note 51. The conceptual problem is the R
same under RFRA, which codifies the pre-Smith test for “substantial burden.” For an
important contribution to analysis of this problem under the Free Exercise Clause, see
Nomi Stolzenberg, “He Drew a Circle That Shut Me Out”: Assimilation, Indoctrination,
and the Paradox of a Liberal Education, 106 HARV. L. REV. 581 (1993) (analyzing in
depth the Sixth Circuit’s decision in Mozert v. Hawkins County School District, 827 F.2d
1058 (6th Cir. 1987), that compulsory exposure to certain books does not burden the free
exercise interests of a child or her family).

71 United States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252, 254 (1982).
72 Bob Jones Univ. v. United States, 461 U.S. 574, 577 (1983).
73 See Lee, 455 U.S. at 254 (holding that the Social Security tax imposed on employ-

ers does not violate the Free Exercise Clause because its uniform application is necessary
to the accomplishment of an overriding governmental interest); Bob Jones Univ., 461
U.S. at 604 (stating that the government’s overriding interest in eliminating racial dis-
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Beyond the specific subjects of taxation and civil rights, the Court’s

sweeping approach in United States v. Lee74 suggested that commercial ac-

tors had to comply with generally applicable regulatory regimes and could

never successfully assert religious exemption claims: “When followers of a

particular sect enter into commercial activity as a matter of choice, the limits

they accept on their own conduct as a matter of conscience and faith are not

to be superimposed on the statutory schemes which are binding on others in

that activity.”75

Thus, on the eve of Smith, the law of the Free Exercise Clause was

defined by the fact-bound interest balancing of Yoder, rather than by the

presumption of unconstitutionality ordinarily associated with the “compel-

ling interest” test. And that body of law was deeply qualified by the excep-

tions and limiting principles the Court had identified as ways of evading the

Sherbert-Yoder approach. The enclave exclusion, the constrained doctrine of

burdens, and the embrace of certain interests as categorically compelling all

played an important part in reinforcing judicial reluctance to hold in favor of

religious exemption claimants.

Moreover, other considerations operated to hinder free exercise exemp-

tion claims in the federal courts. Judges were intuitively hostile to the con-

cept of privileging religious objectors, and found ways to limit and reject

their claims.76 For example, lower courts systematically found ways to dis-

tinguish Yoder when other religiously motivated actors sought to remove

their children from school.77 Beyond the use of fact-specific distinctions in

particular contexts, other doctrines operated to further limit exemption

claims. These included the rule that the sincerity of free exercise claims is

subject to examination by judge or jury,78 and the possibility of Establish-

ment Clause limitations on the shifting of religion-driven costs to third

parties.79

crimination outweighs the burden that denial of tax benefits places on the University’s
exercise of its beliefs).

74 455 U.S. at 252–53.
75 Id. at 261. This proposition from Lee played a pivotal role in Burwell v. Hobby

Lobby, 134 S. Ct. 2751, 2784 & n.43 (2014).
76 As then-student and now-Dean of the Harvard Graduate School of Education,

James Ryan, wrote in the period after the decision in Employment Division v. Smith and
prior to enactment of RFRA, free exercise claims in the halcyon days of Sherbert-Yoder
had a dismal track record in the Courts of Appeals, as well as in the Supreme Court. See
James E. Ryan, Smith and the Religious Freedom Restoration Act: An Iconoclastic As-
sessment, 78 VA. L. REV. 1407, 1413–14, 1416–17 (1992); see also EEOC v. Townley
Eng’g & Mfg. Co., 859 F.2d 610, 622–25 (9th Cir. 1988) (Noonan, J., dissenting).

77 See Johnson v. Charles City Cmty. Bd. of Educ., 368 N.W.2d 74, 83–84 (Iowa
1985); see generally Ira C. Lupu, Home Education, Religious Liberty and the Separation
of Powers, 67 B.U. L. REV. 971 (1987) (canvassing refusal of state and federal courts to
extend Yoder to cover a broad right to home education).

78 United States v. Ballard, 322 U.S. 78, 86 (1944).
79 See Thomas v. Review Bd., 450 U.S. 707, 720–26 (1981) (Rehnquist, J., dissent-

ing); Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 413–17 (1963) (Stewart, J., concurring in the
result).
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B. Employment Division v. Smith and the Religious Freedom
Restoration Act

In Employment Division v. Smith, Justice Scalia’s opinion called precise

attention to the many ways that the courts had breached the promise of

Yoder.80 The dispute involved denial of unemployment compensation to drug

and alcohol counselors who had lost their jobs for “misconduct”—in partic-

ular, using peyote in the sacraments of the Native American Church. The

Court could have easily disposed of Smith under the weakened compelling

interest test, as a “drug case” in which the government’s interests were cate-

gorically compelling.81 But the Court recognized that this case differed from

earlier unemployment compensation decisions, because it involved a true

claim of exemption from conduct norms. Accordingly, the Court seized

upon the case as an opportunity to revise the law. Moreover, Smith did not

overrule Sherbert, or its progeny in cases involving unemployment benefits,

or Yoder. Instead, it rationalized them in ways that significantly limited their

scope.82 Smith transformed Yoder, which had been the exclusive lynchpin of

a doctrine of religious exemptions, into a decision about hybrid constitu-

tional rights.83

Despite Smith’s thick resonance with a decade of decline in the strength

of Free Exercise Clause standards, critics vilified the opinion as a sudden

and dramatic departure from the controlling law of the clause.84 Armed with

that rhetoric of unfair, nasty, and constitutionally dangerous surprise, some

of the sponsors of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act claimed that the

Free Exercise Clause had long and strenuously protected claims for religious

exemptions, and that Smith had shockingly and unjustifiably erased that pro-

tection.85 After several years of legislative tragi-comedy, dominated by op-

80 494 U.S. 872, 881–84 (1990).
81 In Smith, Justice O’Connor took precisely this view. Id. at 903–06 (O’Connor, J.,

concurring in the result).
82 The Smith opinion described Cantwell and Yoder as cases involving hybrids of free

exercise rights and other constitutional rights, and it characterized Sherbert and its prog-
eny as cases involving individualized discretion under broad standards of “good cause.”
Id. at 881, 882–84.

83 Id. at 881.
84 See, e.g., Douglas Laycock, The Remnants of Free Exercise, 1990 SUP. CT. REV. 1

(1990).
85 See, e.g., Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1990: Hearing on H.R. 5377

Before the Subcomm. on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the H. Comm. on the Judici-
ary, 101st Cong. 13–14 (1990) (statement of Rep. Steven Solarz); id. at 30, 32–35 (state-
ment of Dean Kelley, Counselor on Religious Liberty, National Council of Churches);
Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1991: Hearing on H.R. 2797 Before the Subcomm.
on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 102d Cong. 65–85
(1993) (statement of Nadine Strossen, President, American Civil Liberties Union). Some
commentators had a more refined and sophisticated view of these events. See, e.g.,
Michael W. McConnell, Free Exercise Revisionism and the Smith Decision, 57 U. CHI.
L. REV. 1109, 1109–10 (1990) (describing the law on the eve of Smith as a “Potemkin
doctrine”); Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1991: Hearing on H.R. 2797 Before the
Subcomm. on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 102d
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position to RFRA (as proposed) by the very anti-abortion groups that have

relied heavily on RFRA in the widespread litigation challenging the contra-

ceptive mandate,86 both Houses of Congress passed the Act by wide mar-

gins,87 and President Clinton enthusiastically signed it.88

Like many regulatory statutes, RFRA represented a classic delegation

problem. It offered legislators and the President a chance to support a gen-

eral good, “religious freedom,” while leaving to others (primarily the judici-

ary, rather than regulatory agencies) the task of interpreting and applying its

plastic standards. Almost everyone in the enacting Congress was a fan of

religious freedom; not a single one stood up and said that members of the

Native American Church had a constitutional right to use peyote in their

sacraments.

One of the most elusive and important meta-questions about RFRA re-

lates to precisely what it restored. Some of its proponents asserted that it was

designed to restore the law of the Free Exercise Clause on the eve of Smith.89

But, as described a few paragraphs above, that body of law included (1) the

exclusion of government enclaves from the Sherbert-Yoder standards; (2) the

tight interpretation of “burdens” to exclude the physical impact of govern-

ment conduct on worship activities; and (3) the categorical embrace of gov-

ernment interests in uniform application of tax rules, civil rights laws, and

(arguably) regulations of the employment relationship in commercial set-

tings, as exemplified in United States v. Lee.

Writing in 1995, soon after RFRA’s enactment, I flagged this precise

set of questions about the scope and meaning of statutory restoration of judi-

Cong. 152–63 (1993) (statement of Edward McGlynn Gaffney, Jr., Dean and Professor of
Law, Valparaiso University School of Law).

86 The U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops originally opposed the Act, out of a
concern that it might empower women to seek abortions for religion-related reasons if, as
many expected was imminent at that time, the Court overruled Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113
(1973).

When the Court reaffirmed the core of Roe in Planned Parenthood of Southeastern
Pennsylvania v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833 (1992), and Bill Clinton prevailed in the 1992 elec-
tions, thereby guaranteeing the preservation and expansion of a pro-Roe majority, the
Conference withdrew its opposition to RFRA. See Douglas Laycock, Free Exercise and
the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 62 FORDHAM L. REV. 883, 896 (1994).

87 Douglas Laycock & Oliver Thomas, Interpreting the Religious Freedom Restora-
tion Act, 73 TEX. L. REV. 209, 210 (1994).

88 William Jefferson Clinton, Remarks on Signing the Religious Freedom Restoration
Act of 1993, 2 PUB. PAPERS 2000, 2377–78 (Nov. 16, 1993), archived at http://perma.cc/
DF65-3UWZ.

89 Religious Freedom and Restoration Act of 1990: Hearing on H.R. 5377 before the
Subcomm. on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the H. Comm. on Judiciary, 101st Cong.
32–35 (1990) (statement of Dean Kelley, Counselor on Religious Liberty, National
Council of Churches). Moreover, RFRA includes a congressional finding that “the com-
pelling interest test as set forth in prior federal court rulings is a workable test for striking
sensible balances between religious liberty and competing prior governmental interests,”
42 U.S.C. § 2000bb(a)(5), but this recitation is ambiguous because the test “as set forth”
was at times stronger than the test actually applied.
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cially created constitutional standards.90 In March of 2014, those questions

ripened in the Supreme Court. As elaborated further in the discussion in Part

III below of Hobby Lobby, Justice Kagan and Paul Clement, counsel for

Hobby Lobby, squared off during oral argument on the scope of what RFRA

restored—in particular, whether RFRA codified the language in Lee91 about

religious actors effectively waiving religious objections when entering the

commercial sphere. Justice Kagan suggested that RFRA should be construed

as if it incorporated by reference the pre-Smith constitutional law of free

exercise, including the general principles put forward in Lee.92 As one would

expect, Clement leaned on the precise formula in RFRA as the relevant law

of the statute, and rejected the idea that language used in application of a

similar constitutional formula in Lee operated to qualify RFRA’s governing

norms.93 The exchange further highlights the dilemma of RFRA’s indetermi-

nacy; the Act recites a purpose of restoring the “standard set forth in Sher-
bert . . . and Yoder,” 94 without reference to the ways that the Court had

ignored or weakly implemented that standard in many decisions after 1972.

C. Litigation Under the Federal RFRA

To what extent did the Federal RFRA codify or depart from the pre-

Smith gloss on the Free Exercise Clause? As the law of RFRA developed in

the lower federal courts, what emerged over time was the view that RFRA

had adopted some but not all of that interpretive baggage. Significantly, the

Act did not specifically address the exclusion of government enclaves from

the full protection of the Free Exercise Clause, but subsequent interpreta-

tions have accepted that RFRA covers prisons95 and the armed forces.96 The

character of those enclaves affects the analysis, because certain government

90 See Ira C. Lupu, Of Time and the RFRA: A Lawyer’s Guide to the Religious Free-
dom Restoration Act, 56 MONT. L. REV. 171 (1995) (inquiring whether RFRA restored
the law of free exercise as of 1972, when the Court decided Yoder, or as of the eve of
Employment Division v. Smith in the spring of 1990); see also Ira C. Lupu, Statutes
Revolving in Constitutional Law Orbits, 79 VA. L. REV. 1, 56–62 (1993) (elaborating
generally on issues raised by enacted law that uses terms from judge-made constitutional
law).

91 United States. v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252, 261 (1982).
92 Transcript of Oral Argument at 8–9, Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 S.

Ct. 2751 (2014) (No. 13-354), archived at http://perma.cc/DS4D-RF8T (“Because this is
a statute that specifically refers back to a body of constitutional law. It basically says we
want to get right back to the place that we were with respect to religious claims before
Employment Division v. Smith.”).

93 Id. at 9–10.
94 42 U.S.C. § 2000bb(b)(1) (2012).
95 See, e.g., Jolly v. Coughlin, 76 F.3d 468, 475–76 (2d Cir. 1996) (“RFRA makes

clear that the compelling interest test is to apply to free exercise claims by prison in-
mates.”). After the decision in City of Boerne, RFRA no longer applies to state or local
institutions of confinement, though RLUIPA has filled that gap. See infra pp. 44-47. In a
close vote, the Senate rejected an amendment that would have excluded prisons from
RFRA. 139 CONG. REC. S14, 468 (daily ed. Oct. 27, 1993). For earlier discussion of the
applicability of RFRA in prisons, see S. REP. NO. 103-111, at 9–11 (1993).
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interests are stronger in these contexts, but RFRA standards nevertheless

apply.97

In contrast to its silence on the status of enclaves, RFRA explicitly

adopts the judicially created language of substantial burdens and compelling

interests. Prior to the litigation over the contraceptive mandate, the pre-Smith
law with respect to those terms became part of RFRA’s gloss. In particular,

courts in RFRA cases involving public lands repeatedly rely on the “sub-

stantial burdens” limitation from Lyng.98 With respect to the pre-Smith treat-

ment of certain interests as categorically compelling, courts hearing RFRA-

based challenges to federal taxation continue to adhere to a RFRA policy of

rejecting exemption claims in the name of tax uniformity.99 More generally,

before the contraceptive mandate litigation, few, if any, commercial employ-

ers relied on RFRA to seek exemption from business regulation, so the ques-

tion of RFRA’s incorporation of Lee’s sweeping repudiation of religious

exemptions in commerce was rarely put to the test.100

The Federal RFRA regime can be fruitfully broken into three periods—
(1) enactment until the decision in City of Boerne101 (1993 to mid-1997); (2)

post-Boerne and pre–Gonzales v. O Centro Espirita Beneficente Uniao do
Vegetal102 (mid-1997 to early 2006); and (3) post–O Centro (early 2006 to

the present). In the first period, the Act’s potential impact was greatest, be-

cause its coverage included all of American law. In the second period, the

Act effectively covered only federal law, and the Supreme Court had no

occasion to construe it. At the outset of the third period, the Court’s opinion

in O Centro implicitly validated RFRA’s coverage of federal law and applied

RFRA with surprising force.103 But O Centro, like Yoder a quarter-century

earlier, represents an outlier rather than a platform for a sustainable regime

96 DEP’T. OF DEF., INSTRUCTION NO. 1300.17, ACCOMMODATION OF RELIGIOUS PRAC-

TICES WITHIN THE MILITARY SERVICES (2014), archived at http://perma.cc/YKG7-V3UF.
97 This coverage is made explicit in the Report of the Senate Judiciary Committee on

RFRA. See S. REP. NO. 103-111, at 9–12 (1993).
98 See Navajo Nation v. U.S. Forest Serv., 535 F.3d 1058, 1074–76 (9th Cir. 2008)

(en banc); United States v. Sowka, No. 06-CR-00282-WDM, 2010 WL 2593966, at *4–6
(D. Colo. Jun. 23, 2010); Winnemen Wintu Tribe v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 725 F. Supp.
2d 1119, 1146–47 (E.D. Cal. 2010); S. Fork Band v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 643 F. Supp.
2d 1192, 1207–08 (D. Nev. 2009), aff’d in part, rev’d in part sub nom. Fork Band Council
of W. Shoshone v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 588 F.3d 718 (9th Cir. 2009).

99 See, e.g., Browne v. United States, 176 F.3d 25, 28 (2d Cir. 1999); Thompson v.
Comm’r, 140 T.C. 173 (2013).

100 United States. v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252 (1982). As Professor James Oleske of Lewis
& Clark Law School reminded me, two religious exemption claims by commercial land-
lords rested on RFRA, and one of the decisions expressly relied upon the Lee language to
reject the claim. See Swanner v. Anchorage Equal Rights Comm’n, 874 P.2d 274, 283–84
(Alaska 1994) (relying on Lee’s “commercial activity” passage, and the effect on poten-
tial tenants to reject exemption); Smith v. Fair Emp’t & Hous. Comm’n, 913 P.2d 909,
925–29 (1996) (relying on commercial context and concern for third-party burdens to
reject a RFRA claim, but not explicitly invoking Lee’s “commercial activity” passage).

101 521 U.S. 507 (1997).
102 546 U.S. 418 (2006).
103 Id. at 428–39.
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of religious exemptions. As demonstrated by the survey and analysis that

follows, RFRA made startlingly little impact on the American law of relig-

ious freedom before the onset of litigation over the contraceptive mandate

under the Affordable Care Act.

1. Pre-City of Boerne (1993–1997)

The Act became law in 1993, and it applied to all law in the United

States. In 1997, the decision in City of Boerne104 held it to be unconstitu-

tional as applied to state and local law.105 Accordingly, the period from 1993

through the City of Boerne decision in 1997 represents the only time period

in which all of American law was subject to RFRA. This is significant quan-

titatively, because application to state and local law invited many more po-

tential RFRA claims than would be the case under federal law alone. The

original scope of RFRA’s application is even more significant qualitatively,

because inclusion of state and local government swept a different set of con-

texts, some (like prisons and public schools) quite religion-sensitive, into

RFRA’s ambit.

After the Court’s decision in City of Boerne, I surveyed all of the earlier

judicial decisions, federal administrative references, and state attorney gen-

eral opinions that involved RFRA. I called the resulting article The Failure
of RFRA,106 because the results showed that the Act had accomplished very

little. Specifically, RFRA had produced 168 judicial decisions at the state

and federal levels. Ninety-nine of these involved litigation by prisoners.107 In

those 168 cases, courts (primarily but not exclusively federal courts) granted

relief in twenty-four, fifteen of which were prison cases. Both in and out of

prison, the claims prevailed at a rate of about 15%.108 As I wrote at the time,

“[w]hen one recalls . . . that RFRA had been trumpeted as the protection of

religion against all the religion-neutral, generally applicable rules that would

beset it, and that RFRA’s terms appeared to widely and stringently protect

religious exercise, this record of success seems surprisingly tepid.”109 Tepid,

104 City of Boerne v. Archbishop Flores, 521 U.S. 507 (1997).
105 Professor Marci Hamilton, who argued successfully for the City of Boerne, re-

mains convinced that RFRA is unconstitutional with respect to federal law as well. See
generally Marci Hamilton, The Religious Freedom Restoration Act is Unconstitutional,
Period, 1 U. PA. J. CONST. L. 1 (1998); see also Brief for Freedom from Religion Foun-
dation et al. as Amici Curiae Supporting Petitioner at 9–34, Burwell v. Hobby Lobby
Stores, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2751 (2014) (No. 13-354). Professor Hamilton authored that brief.
Id. at 35.

106 Ira C. Lupu, The Failure of RFRA, 20 U. ARK. LITTLE ROCK L.J. 575 (1998).
107 Id. at 590–91 (arguing that persons incarcerated for crime are highly litigious and

suffer considerable restrictions on all of their freedoms, including religious freedom).
108 Id.
109 Id. at 592. As the article demonstrated, the most common maneuver for courts to

use in ruling for the government was to find that the asserted burden was insubstantial,
typically because the relevant religious practice was not compulsory as a matter of faith.
Id. at 594–95. Subsequent amendments to the RFRA’s definitional section have closed
the door to this particular move. See 42 U.S.C. § 2000cc-5(7)(A) (“The term “religious
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for sure, but on reflection perhaps no surprise—Dean Ryan had found a

similar rate of success for free exercise claims in the federal courts of ap-

peals in the decade leading up to Smith.110

2. Federal Religious Liberty Statutes (1997–2006)

In the period immediately after Boerne, no generalized regime of fed-

eral law requiring religious exemptions applied to state or local law. In 2000,

after an aborted attempt in Congress to enact a new and general protection of

religious liberty in the states,111 Congress enacted the Religious Land Use

and Institutionalized Persons Act (“RLUIPA”). As its title suggests,

RLUIPA is focused on two discrete contexts—land use and institutionalized

persons—in which proponents persuaded Congress that issues of religious

discrimination, insensitivity, and oppression were widespread. Over the last

fourteen years, RLUIPA has made a significant difference with respect to

both contexts.112

In state and local institutions of confinement, in particular, RLUIPA

filled an important gap and has led to thousands of lawsuits.113 Whether or

not the pattern of decisions in these lawsuits has been more principled or

consistent than the general pattern under the Free Exercise Clause or RFRA

prior to 1997, I cannot say. The sheer number and variety of prison cases

make it nearly impossible to fully assess the integrity of this body of law.114

exercise” includes any exercise of religion, whether or not compelled by, or central to, a
system of religious belief.”).

110 Ryan, supra note 76, at 1416–17. R
111 The proposal, named the Religious Liberty Protection Act, foundered on the

shoals of a dispute about whether it would protect religious objections to anti-discrimina-
tion laws. See James M. Oleske, Jr., Obamacare, RFRA, and the Perils of Legislative
History, 67 VAND. L. REV. EN BANC 77, 82–87 (2014), archived at http://perma.cc/
AP8B-Q4K3; Douglas Laycock, Imaginary Contradictions: A Reply to Professor Oleske,
67 VAND. L. REV. EN BANC 89, 91–94 (2014), archived at http://perma.cc/P7GM-DZHR.

112 I have not independently surveyed or appraised RLUIPA decisions. With respect
to prison cases, see Derek L. Gaubatz, RLUIPA at Four: Evaluating the Success and
Constitutionality of RLUIPA’s Prisoner Provisions, 28 HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL’Y 501,
569–572 (2005), (arguing, based on empirical data, that RLUIPA claimants in prisons
were faring better than RFRA claimants had in the past). The Becket Fund lists important
RLUIPA land use cases on its website. See Search Results for “RLUIPA,” THE BECKET

FUND FOR RELIGIOUS LIBERTY, http://www.becketfund.org/?s=RLUIPA, archived at
http://perma.cc/886S-5MGN. My colleague Robert Tuttle has appraised the ways in
which the Constitution alone could have done much of the work of RLUIPA in land use
cases. See Robert W. Tuttle, How Firm a Foundation? Protecting Religious Land Uses
After Boerne, 68 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 861, 880–913 (2000). For the view that RFRA,
RLUIPA, and all such generic religion-protecting regimes have done far more harm than
good, see MARCI A. HAMILTON, GOD VS. THE GAVEL: THE PERILS OF EXTREME RELIG-

IOUS LIBERTY 1-3 (rev. 2d ed. 2014); Marci A. Hamilton, RFRA PERILS, http://rfraper-
ils.com, archived at http://perma.cc/HQ2T-7LKW.

113 Howard Friedman’s excellent Religion Clause blog lists thousands of such cases
over the last fifteen years or so. See Howard Friedman, RELIGION CLAUSE, http://religion-
clause.blogspot.com, archived at http://perma.cc/RZF6-VXR5.

114 An amicus brief in a case now under advisement in the Supreme Court argues that
the lower courts’ interpretations and applications of RLUIPA in prison cases have been
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One distinctive vice of the prison cases, however, under RFRA and its

successor RLUIPA, is their tendency to invite evaluation, by prison adminis-

trators and reviewing courts, of the significance of particular religious prac-

tices. As my colleague Robert Tuttle and I have discussed elsewhere, the

prison cases have on a number of occasions involved “religious experts”

who testify or advise on the relative significance of a religious practice, such

as prayer frequency, religious diet, or showering before prayer.115 This is

unsurprising as a matter of institutional control, but testimony of this kind

involves unconstitutional participation by government officials in the resolu-

tion of purely ecclesiastical questions. As an elaborate line of decisions

show, the official evaluation of religious meaning or significance is beyond

constitutional competence.116 RLUIPA occasionally produces good results,

all things considered, but at times does so by using an unconstitutional

means of adjudication.

RFRA remained persistently weak in the decade between the decision

in City of Boerne in 1997 and the surprisingly religion-favorable decision in

O Centro in 2006. The Act applied to federal law only, and one principal

controversy that arose was whether RFRA provided a defense in private civil

actions, especially those brought under federal anti-discrimination law.117

My survey of RFRA decisions (federal prison cases excluded) from 1997 to

2006 was limited to cases in the federal courts of appeals. The record here is

simple. Either because the courts found no “substantial burden” on religious

exercise, or because the government successfully asserted the presence of a

“compelling government interest” to impose a burden, RFRA claimants

riddled with inconsistency. See Brief for Anti-Defamation League et al. as Amici Curiae
Supporting Petitioner at 4–6, Holt v. Hobbs, No. 13-6827 (U.S. May 29, 2014), archived
at http://perma.cc/NE6P-XQP2. As Professor Micah Schwartzman of the University of
Virginia School of Law reminded me, a carefully researched student note, published in
2009, similarly had argued that the circuit courts had weakly and erratically applied
RLUIPA’s strenuous statutory formula. See James D. Nelson, Note, Incarceration, Ac-
commodation, and Strict Scrutiny, 95 VA. L. REV. 2053, 2109–12 (2009).

115 See LUPU & TUTTLE, SECULAR GOVERNMENT, supra note 2, at 229–32; Ira C. R
Lupu & Robert W. Tuttle, The Forms and Limits of Religious Accommodation: The Case
of RLUIPA, 32 CARDOZO L. REV. 1907, 1931–35 (2011).

116 This is the best explanation of the ministerial exception, broadly upheld in Ho-
sanna-Tabor Evangelical Lutheran Church & School v. EEOC, 132 S. Ct. 694, 704–06
(2012), which rests on the constitutional incompetence of the state to decide fitness for
ministry. See LUPU & TUTTLE, SECULAR GOVERNMENT, supra note 2, at 43–45, 54–61. In R
Part III, I discuss this problem of judicial resolution of ecclesiastical questions in the
context of Hobby Lobby, in which the question of attenuation between employer deci-
sions about health insurance coverage and employee decisions about contraception has
been litigated as part of the inquiry into whether the mandate “substantially burdens”
religion.

117 See Shruti Chaganti, Note, Why the Religious Freedom Restoration Act Provides a
Defense in Suits by Private Plaintiffs, 99 VA. L. REV. 343, 343–44 (2013). Even when
courts held that RFRA did apply in such actions, however, the Act never generated a
good defense to federal anti-discrimination claims. The ministerial exception did all of
the defensive work in these cases. Id. at 345–48.
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never prevailed.118 However one explains this pattern, it indicates a persistent

and gaping chasm between RFRA’s promise, as reflected in its stringent stat-

utory formula, and RFRA’s performance.

Of course, a weak RFRA is not the same as a hopelessly inconsistent

pattern of results under RFRA. A Federal RFRA could be construed in a

consistently weak way, as has been the case under some state RFRAs.119 Or,

as recent events may once again portend, a RFRA suddenly made strong by

an authoritative Supreme Court interpretation might change the prevailing

pattern, and produce consistently pro-religious freedom results.

118 There are a number of decisions finding in favor of the government on the ground
that the RFRA claimant had not demonstrated a “substantial burden.” See, e.g., Gary S.
v. Manchester Sch. Dist., 374 F.3d 15, 21–22 (1st Cir. 2004) (stating that the govern-
ment’s failure to provide disabled Catholic school students the same benefits it provided
to disabled public school students placed no burden on the Plaintiffs’ exercise of relig-
ion); Henderson v. Kennedy, 253 F.3d 12, 16–17 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (finding that a ban on
selling message-bearing t-shirts on the National Mall imposed no substantial burden);
Worldwide Church of God v. Phila. Church of God, Inc., 227 F.3d 1110, 1121 (9th Cir.
2000) (finding that a copyright law imposed no substantial burden on a church’s exercise
of religion); Branch Ministries v. Rossotti, 211 F.3d 137, 142–43 (D.C. Cir. 2000) (find-
ing that no substantial burden on religious exercise resulted from restrictions on political
campaigning by a tax exempt church); In re Grand Jury Empaneling of the Special Grand
Jury, 171 F.3d 826, 829–30 (3d Cir. 1999) (finding that compelling a witness to testify
against a rabbi, who was also his father, did not impose a substantial burden on the
witness’s practice of his religion). Other cases have found in favor of the government on
the ground that the government has a compelling interest in imposing a burden on relig-
ious exercise. See, e.g., United States v. Israel, 317 F.3d 768, 772 (7th Cir. 2003) (finding
that the government has a compelling interest in prohibiting use of marijuana); United
States v. Brown, 330 F.3d 1073, 1077 n.4 (8th Cir. 2003) (finding that the government
has a compelling interest in taking blood sample for DNA in criminal case that overrides
interests of inmates objecting to mandatory blood samples); United States v. Antoine, 318
F.3d 919, 921–22 (9th Cir. 2003) (finding that the government has a compelling interest
in protecting bald and golden eagles); Holy Land Found. for Relief & Dev. v. Ashcroft,
333 F.3d 156, 166–67 (D.C. Cir. 2003) (finding that the government has a compelling
interest in blocking gift to designated terrorist organization); United States v. Hardman,
297 F.3d 1116, 1128 (10th Cir. 2002) (finding that the government has a compelling
interest in protecting bald eagles); Guam v. Guerrero, 290 F.3d 1210, 1223 (9th Cir.
2002) (finding that the government has a compelling interest in enforcing Guam’s restric-
tions on importing marijuana); United States v. Oliver, 255 F.3d 588, 589 (8th Cir. 2001)
(finding that the government has a compelling interest in preserving the bald eagle popu-
lation); United States v. Indianapolis Baptist Temple, 224 F.3d 627, 630 (7th Cir. 2000)
(stating that the government has a compelling interest in uniform application of tax pol-
icy); Gibson v. Babbit, 223 F.3d 1256, 1258 (11th Cir. 2000) (stating that the government
has a compelling interest in protecting bald and golden eagles); Adams v. Comm’r, 170
F.3d 173, 175, 178–79 (3d Cir. 1999) (stating that the government has a compelling
interest in uniform tax policy); Browne v. United States, 176 F.3d 25, 26 (2d Cir. 1999)
(stating that the government has a compelling interest in uniform and mandatory partici-
pation in the federal income tax system).

119 See infra Part II.D.
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3. O Centro and Its Impact (2006–2014)

The Court’s decision in O Centro120 advanced a surprisingly strong in-

terpretation of RFRA, and suggested the possibility that RFRA’s original

promise might actually be realized. In O Centro, a unanimous Supreme

Court affirmed the grant of a preliminary injunction, blocking enforcement

of the Federal Controlled Substances Act against a religious group’s importa-

tion and use in its sacraments of hoasca tea, a hallucinogenic substance

made from Brazilian plant material. The government did not dispute that the

ban on importation constituted a substantial burden on the religious exercise

of members of the group. Nevertheless, the government asserted that it had

the requisite compelling interest(s), as required by RFRA, to impose this

burden.

First, the government argued that hoasca tea was dangerous to human

health and that importation by the group presented a risk of diversion into

illicit drug trafficking.121 The district court put the government to its proof of

these assertions. The court concluded that the proof left both questions in

equipoise,122 and that the government therefore had failed to meet the burden

of persuasion imposed by RFRA. That conclusion may seem obvious from

the language of RFRA taken alone, but religious liberty lawyers immediately

recognized the dramatic potential of this emphasis on RFRA’s assignment to

the government of the risk of non-persuasion.

Second, aside from any demonstrable dangers associated with allowing

a RFRA exemption for sacramental use of hoasca tea, the government made

a far more sweeping argument about the need for uniformity in administra-

tion of the Controlled Substances Act.123 This line of argument, drawn from

earlier cases about taxation,124 drew on the pre-Smith move of softening the

compelling interest test by making it categorical, rather than asking whether

the government had a compelling interest in denying an exemption in the

particular case. Drug cases, the government contended, could not be open to

religious exemption claims, because of the intrinsic hazards of highly con-

trolled substances, the high risk of insincere claims, and the slippery slope

from one substance to the next.

This sort of argument had always fared well in the cases involving reli-

ance on RFRA as a defense to charges related to possession of marijuana,125

120 546 U.S. 418 (2006).
121 Id. at 427.
122 Id. at 426.
123 Id. at 435.
124 See United States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252, 259–60 (1982) (holding that the Social

Security tax imposed on employers does not violate the Free Exercise Clause because a
uniform tax system is an overriding governmental interest); see also Goldman v. Wein-
berger, 475 U.S. 503, 507–10 (1986) (identifying a need for uniformity of apparel within
the Armed Forces).

125 RFRA has been raised frequently and always unsuccessfully as a defense to fed-
eral prosecutions for use, possession, or trafficking of marijuana. See, e.g., Guam v.
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but the Supreme Court was surprisingly unimpressed by it. Strenuously as-

serting that RFRA’s text demanded adjudication of the validity of a burden

as applied to the particular person, the Court seized on the statutory exemp-

tion for peyote use in the sacraments of the Native American Church. An

interest cannot be compelling, the Court said, if other statutory exemptions

permit “appreciable damage” to the same interest.126 Because hoasca tea and

peyote present comparable risks, a statutory religious exemption for sacra-

mental use of peyote undercut the argument that uniform treatment of such

substances is essential. Many federal regulatory regimes include a variety of

exemptions, at least some of which permit “appreciable damage” to regula-

tory concerns; accordingly, the unanimous O Centro opinion appeared to

offer a potent weapon to RFRA claimants.

O Centro’s double move to strengthen RFRA—demands for rigorous

proof by the government that exemptions threaten its compelling interests,

and reliance on analogous statutory exceptions as evidence of weakness in

those interests—should have led to spillover effects in the lower courts. But,

true to the longstanding experience that judges are presumptively inclined

against religious exemptions, the results have been quite to the contrary.

In an exceptionally sophisticated student note, published in 2009, Mat-

thew Nicholson identified a striking tendency in the Courts of Appeals to

retain the pre-O Centro status quo.127 The judicial methods for doing so in-

cluded a tight limitation on what counts as a substantial burden under

RFRA;128 continued reliance on pre-Smith free exercise decisions that had

adopted the categorical approach to compelling interests;129 deference to the

government’s assertion that certain, narrowly framed interests are compel-

ling;130 and a weak or deferential application of O Centro’s emphasis on stat-

Guerrero, 290 F.3d 1210, 1222–23 (9th Cir. 2002) (recognizing a compelling interest in
enforcing Guam’s restrictions on importing marijuana); United States v. Israel, 317 F.3d
768, 772 (7th Cir. 2003) (recognizing a compelling interest in prohibiting use of
marijuana).

126 O Centro, 546 U.S. at 433 (quoting Church of Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. City of
Hialeah, 508 U.S. 520, 547 (1993) (Scalia, J., concurring)).

127 Matthew Nicholson, Note, Is O Centro a Sign of Hope for RFRA Claimants?, 95
VA. L. REV. 1281, 1285–87 (2009).

128 Id. at 1301–07 (citing Navajo Nation v. U.S. Forest Serv., 535 F.3d 1058,
1075–76 (9th Cir. 2008) (en banc)). In Navajo Nation, the Ninth Circuit followed the pre-
Smith decision in Lyng v. Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Ass’n, 485 U.S. 439,
447–53 (1988), to the effect that government conduct on its own land cannot inflict a
legally cognizable burden on Native American worship sites on that land. This continues
an earlier trend. In The Failure of RFRA, I noted that narrow construction of the “sub-
stantial burden” term in RFRA was the most popular lower court strategy for limiting the
statute’s force. Lupu, The Failure of RFRA, supra note 106, at 594–96. R

129 Nicholson, supra note 127, at 1307–11 & n.149 (citing Jenkins v. Comm’r, 483 R
F.3d 90, 92 (2d Cir. 2007); United States v. Vasquez-Ramos, 531 F.3d 987, 992 (9th Cir.
2008); Olsen v. Mukasey, 541 F.3d 827, 831 (8th Cir. 2008). In all three cases, the circuit
courts rejected arguments that O Centro has altered the appropriate methodology for de-
termining whether government interests are compelling.

130 Nicholson, supra note 127, at 1311–19 & nn.184–95 (citing Kaemmerling v. Lap- R
pin, 553 F.3d 669, 682–84 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (stating the government has a compelling
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utory exemptions as evidence that government interests are less than

compelling.131 As the Note demonstrates, O Centro quickly became an out-

lier rather than a stimulant to a new and tougher reading of RFRA. One

might say that O Centro is to RFRA as Yoder was to free exercise law—
sounds tough, plays weak.

My own inquiry into results in the lower federal courts since publica-

tion of that Note has confirmed that, prior to the contraceptive mandate

cases, RFRA continued to protect religious freedom quite weakly. Of the

thirty or so non-prison cases decided on RFRA merits, claimants prevailed

in whole or part in only four. One involved importation of Brazilian Daime

tea, a substance very much like the hoasca tea in O Centro, used in the

sacraments of the Brazilian Santo Daime religion.132 A second concerned the

prohibition of beard wearing by firefighters in the District of Columbia;133

the evidence did not support the District’s concern that facial hair interrupted

the flow of air when the firefighter wore a facemask. A third involved the

treatment of bankruptcy of the Archdiocese of Milwaukee.134 A fourth re-

sulted in a remand of a claim that a Sikh IRS employee had a RFRA-based

right to wear a ceremonial dagger at work, when existing practices appeared

to permit exceptions from weapons restrictions in analogous cases in federal

buildings.135 These four decisions appear to take O Centro quite seriously.

The much larger number of losses, however, involved the historically

common pattern in which the concepts of “substantial burden” and “com-

pelling interest” were implemented in a government-favoring way. Courts

found that religious exercise was not substantially burdened in cases involv-

ing claims that the government’s use of public lands renders them less suita-

ble for worship;136 that religious speakers are entitled to access to public

lands for distributing their message better than that afforded to secular

interest in collecting DNA, despite a religious objection, from a person convicted of a
non-violent felony)).

131 Id. at 1321–23 & n.203 (citing United States v. Adeyemo, 624 F. Supp. 2d 1081,
1093 (N.D. Cal. 2008) (discussing how the government’s interest in forbidding the impor-
tation of leopard skins was not fatally undercut by the other unregulated harms that
threatened the species more)); id. at n.198 (citing United States v. Friday, 525 F.3d 938,
958 (10th Cir. 2008)) (finding that the government’s interest in prohibiting the taking of
eagles without a permit was not fatally undercut by the failure to do more to protect
eagles against harm from electric power lines).

132 Church of the Holy Light of the Queen v. Mukasey, 615 F. Supp. 2d 1210,
1211–12 (D. Or. 2009), vacated and remanded sub nom. Church of Holy Light of Queen
v. Holder, 443 F. App’x 302 (9th Cir. 2011).

133 Potter v. District of Columbia, 558 F.3d 542, 544 (D.C. Cir. 2009).
134 In re Archdiocese of Milwaukee, 496 B.R. 905, 909–10 (E.D. Wis. 2013).
135 Tagore v. United States, 735 F.3d 324, 331–32 (5th Cir. 2013) (remanding for

further consideration of evidence on RFRA claim).
136 See S. Fork Band v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 643 F. Supp. 2d 1192, 1206–08 (D.

Nev. 2009), aff’d in part, rev’d in part sub nom. S. Fork Band Council of W. Shoshone v.
U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 588 F.3d 718 (9th Cir. 2009); United States v. Sowka, No. 06-CR-
00282-WDM, 2010 WL 2593966, at *4–5 (D. Colo. June 23, 2010); Winnemen Wintu
Tribe v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 725 F. Supp. 2d 1119, 1147 (E.D. Cal. 2010).
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speakers;137 and that the government motto, “In God We Trust” burdens any

individual religious exercise.138 Courts ruled that the government had satis-

fied the compelling interest test in a variety of cases, including several un-

successful RFRA defenses to charges for religiously motivated killing of

bald eagles and the possession of eagle feathers,139 and to charges related to

religiously motivated uses of marijuana.140 A smattering of other cases, also

decided on compelling interest grounds, raised novel and unsuccessful

claims—an asserted RFRA right to transfer funds to private groups in

Iraq,141 and to refuse to stand when a federal court convened and recessed.142

Of course, it is impossible to prove in the strong sense that this last run

of post-O Centro decisions is internally inconsistent, or that the full body of

RFRA case law (without regard to City of Boerne or O Centro as era mark-

ers) is internally inconsistent. As with pre-Smith free exercise decisions,

cases can always be distinguished on their facts. But it is telling that the two

recent victories include one on all fours with O Centro,143 and only two

others, involving the use of masks by bearded firefighters144 and the wearing

137 See Boardley v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 605 F. Supp. 2d 8, 14 (D.D.C. 2009), aff’d
in part, 09-5176, 2009 WL 3571278 (D.C. Cir. Oct. 19, 2009), rev’d in part on other
grounds, 615 F.3d 508 (D.C. Cir. 2010); United States v. Dillard, 884 F. Supp. 2d 1177,
1183 (D. Kan. 2012); Mahoney v. Doe, 642 F.3d 1112, 1120–21 (D.C. Cir. 2011).

138 See Newdow v. Peterson, 753 F.3d 105, 108–10 (2d Cir. 2014); Newdow v. Le-
fevre, 598 F.3d 638, 645–46 (9th Cir. 2010); see also Carmichael v. Sebelius, No.
3:13CV129, 2013 WL 5755618, at *6 (E.D. Va. Oct. 23, 2013), aff’d in part, modified in
part, No. 13-2546, 2014 WL 1647470 (4th Cir. Apr. 25, 2014) (holding that assignment
of a Social Security number that includes the “mark of the beast” does not constitute a
substantial burden (citing Jack Zavada, Mark of the Beast, ABOUT.COM, http://christian-
ity.about.com/od/endtimestopicalstudy/a/Mark-Of-The_Beast.htm (archived at http://
perma.cc/3WVN-VAPH))).

139 United States v. Aguilar, 527 F. App’x 808, 812–13 (10th Cir. 2013); United
States v. Wilgus, 638 F.3d 1274, 1295 (10th Cir. 2011).

140 United States v. Lafley, 656 F. 3d 936, 940–41 (9th Cir. 2011); United States v.
Lepp, 446 F. App’x 44, 46 (9th Cir. 2011); United States v. Quaintance, 608 F. 3d 717,
718–20 (10th Cir. 2010); Multi-Denominational Ministry of Cannabis & Rastafa, Inc. v.
Holder, 365 F. App’x 817, 820 (9th Cir. 2010); Gover v. United States, No. 08–5207,
2009 WL 754692, at *6 (W.D. Ark. Mar. 19, 2009).

141 United States v. Islamic Am. Relief Agency, No. 07-00087-CR-W-NKL, 2009
WL 4016478, at *6 (W.D. Mo. Nov. 18, 2009).

142 United States v. Ali, No. 10–187(MJD), 2012 WL 4128387, at *4 (D. Minn. Sept.
19, 2012).

143 Church of the Holy Light of the Queen v. Mukasey, 615 F. Supp. 2d 1210,
1211–12 (D. Or. 2009) (“Guided by the unanimous decision of the United States Su-
preme Court in a very similar case, Gonzales v. O Centro Esp’rita Beneficente União do
Vegetal . . . , I conclude that the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 42 U.S.C.
§§ 2000bb to 2000bb–4, requires that plaintiffs be allowed to import and drink Daime tea
for their religious ceremonies, subject to reasonable restrictions.”), vacated and re-
manded sub nom. Church of Holy Light of Queen v. Holder, 443 F. App’x 302 (9th Cir.
2011).

144 Potter v. District of Columbia, 558 F.3d 542, 547 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (“[T]he Dis-
trict of Columbia can only survive a summary judgment motion by showing that it has
established a genuine issue as to whether its clean-shaven requirement is narrowly tai-
lored to further the interest of protecting firefighters—that is, it must demonstrate it ar-
gued and proffered evidence to show that SCBAs are not safe for bearded firefighters.”).
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of ceremonial daggers into federal buildings,145 that closely followed O Cen-
tro by imposing on the government a rigorous burden of proof. For most of

the remainder, it was as if O Centro had changed little or nothing in judicial

attitude or analysis. As before, the record shows occasional outlier victories,

and a stark pattern of defeats.

The contraceptive inclusion requirements under the Affordable Care

Act have utterly changed the RFRA landscape. Despite the long history of

defeats for so many other RFRA claims, plaintiffs relying on RFRA in con-

traceptive mandate cases have fared exceptionally well.146 Many of these

involve for-profit companies like Hobby Lobby and Conestoga Wood Prod-

ucts; before the Supreme Court decided those two cases in late June 2014,

the circuits were split, but for-profit firms won far more cases than they

lost.147 More surprisingly, perhaps, challengers have also been quite success-

ful at the preliminary relief stage in cases involving the Obama Administra-

tion’s accommodation of religiously affiliated nonprofits, which can certify

objection to coverage of contraceptives and thereby be excused from

mandatory insurance coverage of such goods and services.148

145 Tagore v. United States, 735 F.3d 324, 330–31 (5th Cir. 2013) (“The Supreme
Court emphasized in Gonzales, however, that RFRA requires the government to explain
how applying the statutory burden ‘to the person’ whose sincere exercise of religion is
being seriously impaired furthers the compelling governmental interest.”).

146 For a complete list, see HHS Mandate Information Central, THE BECKET FUND

FOR RELIGIOUS LIBERTY, http://www.becketfund.org/hhsinformationcentral/#tab1,
archived at http://perma.cc/A6KH-FBVU. The cases involving for-profit firms include,
e.g., Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2751, 2784 (2014); Gilardi v. Dep’t.
of Health & Human Servs., 733 F.3d 1208, 1223–24 (D.C. Cir. 2013), vacated, 134 S. Ct.
2902, remanded to 575 F. App’x 1 (D.C. Cir. 2014); Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. v.
Sebelius, 904 F. Supp. 2d 106 (D.D.C. 2012), appeal dismissed, No. 13–5018, 2013 WL
2395168 (D.C. Cir. May 3, 2013).

147 According to the Becket Fund’s well-maintained list of cases involving the contra-
ceptive mandate, courts have resolved forty-one cases involving for-profit firms, and the
division runs sharply in favor of RFRA claimants—thirty-five preliminary injunctions
granted as compared to only six denied. See HHS Mandate Information Central, supra
note 146. Of course, the most prominent cases are the two that were the subject of the R
grant of certiorari: Hobby Lobby and Conestoga Wood Products.

148 See id. (listing the cases brought by nonprofits, enumerating the twenty-four pre-
liminary injunctions that were granted, and the only two denied). The most well-known
cases in this category are the following: Little Sisters of the Poor Home for the Aged v.
Sebelius, 134 S. Ct. 1022, 1022 (2014) (granting preliminary relief against enforcement
of the mandate, as prescribed in the accommodating regulations governing religiously
affiliated charities), Wheaton College v. Burwell, 134 S. Ct. 2806, 2807 (2014) (granting
an injunction prohibiting the enforcement of the mandate if the college informs the “Sec-
retary of Health and Human Services in writing that it is a nonprofit organization that
holds itself out as religious and has religious objections to providing coverage for contra-
ceptive services”), and Univ. of Notre Dame v. Burwell, 743 F.3d 547, 554 (7th Cir.
2014) (holding that the accommodation for religiously affiliated nonprofits does not im-
pose a substantial burden on the University), petition for cert. filed, 83 U.S.L.W. 3220
(U.S. Oct 3, 2014) (No. 14–392). See also Priests for Life v. U.S. Dep’t of Health &
Human Services, No. 13-5638, (D.C. Cir. Nov. 14, 2014), archived at http://perma.cc/
339T-3PFH (holding that the accommodation, in its current form, does not impose a
substantial burden on an objecting non-profit entity). In accord with the Seventh Circuit’s
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The data strongly suggest that both the analytic method and the victory

rate in the entire run of contraceptive mandate cases deviate sharply from the

pattern in religious exemption cases in prior times. Throughout the contra-

ceptive mandate litigation, many courts have been unusually receptive to

claimants at the “substantial burden” stage, and quite hostile to the govern-

ment at the “compelling interest” stage. These judicial patterns represent a

sharp break with historical tendencies under pre-Smith free exercise law, as

well as longstanding developments under RFRA, even after O Centro. In the

for-profit cases, Lee’s sweeping assertion that “[w]hen followers of a partic-

ular sect enter into commercial activity as a matter of choice, the limits they

accept on their own conduct as a matter of conscience and faith are not to be

superimposed on the statutory schemes which are binding on others in that

activity”149—a proposition that had effectively deterred or defeated RFRA-

based exemption claims by commercial actors for the past twenty years150—
suddenly lost its potency.151

D. State Constitutions and State RFRAs

After Smith and City of Boerne, state law of religious liberty increased

significantly in importance. By variety and frequency, most religious liberty-

threatening encounters between citizens and their governments occur at the

state and local level. Smith weakened the First Amendment’s restrictions on

state and local government; the Federal RFRA attempted to restore those

restrictions, but soon thereafter City of Boerne constitutionally precluded ap-

plication of the Federal RFRA to states. With respect to land use and institu-

tionalized persons, RLUIPA filled this gap, but the great bulk of conflicts

between religious liberty and state or local law remain the primary province

of state and local law.

In Smith’s immediate wake, a few state supreme courts construed their

state constitutions to fill the gap created by Smith.152 The enactment of the

Federal RFRA dampened this surge, and nothing since has done much to

Notre Dame decision is Michigan Catholic Conference & Catholic Family Services v.
Burwell, 755 F.3d 372, 387–89 (6th Cir. 2014).

149 United States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252, 261 (1982).
150 In addition to Lee, the Court’s unanimous opinion in Tony & Susan Alamo Foun-

dation v. Secretary of Labor, 471 U.S. 290, 303–05 (1985) (finding that employees work-
ing in commercial enterprises of a religious foundation are not substantially burdened by
the minimum wage requirements of Federal Fair Labor Standards Act) has also discour-
aged religious exemption claims by commercial employers.

151 Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2751, 2784 (2014); Gilardi v.
Dep’t of Health & Human Servs., 733 F.3d 1208, 1223–24 (D.C. Cir. 2013), vacated, 134
S. Ct. 2902 (2014); Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. v. Sebelius, 904 F. Supp. 2d 106
(D.D.C. 2012), appeal dismissed, No. 13–5018, 2013 WL 2395168 (D.C. Cir. May 3,
2013).

152 The earliest and best account of these developments can be found in Angela
Carmella, State Constitutional Protection of Religious Exercise: An Emerging Post-Smith
Jurisprudence, 1993 BYU L. REV. 275, 310–12 (1993) (citing decisions by the supreme
courts of Minnesota and Washington State).
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reawaken it.153 The story most relevant to this Article’s thesis is that of state

RFRAs, which tend strongly to be modeled on the Federal RFRA—that is,

most of them are drafted in Sherbert-Yoder terms of burdens on individual

religious exercise and compelling state interests in imposing such burdens.154

Writing in 2010, Professor Christopher Lund canvassed the judicial re-

sults to that date under state RFRAs.155 At that time, sixteen states had

RFRAs; ten of these were enacted in 1998–2000, in the immediate wake of

City of Boerne.156 Professor Lund had hoped and expected that state courts

would interpret state RFRAs in light of the surprisingly strong construction

and application in O Centro of the similarly worded Federal RFRA. He was

quite disappointed by his findings in mid-2010. Here is his summary:

[F]our states have never decided even a single case under their

state RFRAs. Six other states have decided only one or two cases

apiece . . . . And when state RFRA claims have been brought, they

rarely win. In most jurisdictions, plaintiffs have not won a single

state RFRA case litigated to judgment . . . [S]ome states have

seen significant state RFRA litigation and there have been some

very important victories. But in many states, state RFRAs seem to

exist almost entirely on the books.157

Professor Lund’s bottom line was that, despite their seemingly strong

language of protection for religious freedom, “[i]n most places, state

RFRAs simply have not translated into a dependable source of protection for

religious liberty at the state level.”158

Professor Lund speculated that many lawyers were unaware of their

state RFRAs, and he cited complaints in lawsuits where state RFRAs could

have been relied upon but were not.159 He did not limit his criticism to the

lawyering process, however. He described a number of decisions in which

state courts had dramatically weakened their state’s RFRAs by construing

them to require no more, and perhaps even less, than the Smith-weakened

Free Exercise Clause itself.160

153 The California Supreme Court has more recently suggested that it may similarly
construe the California Constitution in a pre-Smith, religion-protective way. See N. Coast
Women’s Care Med. Grp., Inc. v. San Diego Cnty. Superior Court, 189 P.3d 959, 968
(Cal. 2008) (leaving open the standard of review for religious liberty claims under the
California Constitution).

154 Christopher Lund, Religious Liberty after Gonzales: A Look at State RFRAs, 55
S.D. L. REV. 466, 475–78 (2010).

155 Id. at 482–89.
156 Since then, only Kentucky and Mississippi have been added to that list. For dis-

cussion of the recent fight over the proposed Mississippi RFRA in Spring 2014, see supra
Part I and text accompanying notes 26–38. R

157 Lund, supra note 154, at 467. R
158 Id. at 468.
159 Id. at 480–81 & n.92.
160 Id. at 484–85 & nn.111–12 (citing First Vagabonds Church of God v. City of

Orlando, 578 F. Supp. 2d 1353, 1361–62 (M.D. Fla. 2008)); id. at 485–86 & n.118 (citing
First Church of Christ, Scientist v. Historic Dist. Comm’n, 738 A.2d 224, 231 (Conn.
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At first glance, such a construction of a RFRA seems shocking to any-

one who understands the flow of the law in this field—how can an enact-

ment explicitly designed to restore the compelling interest test and thereby

strengthen religious liberty be construed as entirely superfluous? As this Ar-

ticle has demonstrated, however, judges have repeatedly found ways to limit

regimes of religious exemptions under general standards, whether they were

constitutional standards diluted by the Supreme Court’s decisions from the

1980s, or Federal RFRA standards both before and after City of Boerne.

State court judges, as Professor Lund appraised their performance in 2010,

were just following this pattern with a vengeance.

My own inquiry into the decisional law under state RFRAs since Pro-

fessor Lund wrote shows a superficial appearance of greater success for re-

ligious liberty claims. Of twenty-two state RFRA cases decided on the

merits, I found nine that might be characterized as victories for RFRA claim-

ants—a far better record than in any prior period under state or Federal

RFRAs. While Professor Lund’s scholarly efforts may have influenced these

outcomes, the particulars of these decisions cast them in a somewhat nar-

rower light. Of these nine, six came from two states, Illinois and Texas. The

Illinois decisions all involved the context of land use,161 and two of the three

explicitly involved identical claims under Federal RLUIPA.162 In those two,

the Illinois statute added nothing of independent force.

A second group of three were decided under the Texas RFRA—one of

those involved land use,163 a second concerned Santerian animal sacrifice,164

and a third involved public school grooming standards as applied to a Native

Super. Ct. 1998), adopted by First Church of Christ, Scientist v. Historic Dist. Comm’n,
737 A.2d 989, 989–90 (Conn. App. Ct. 1999)).

161 World Outreach Conference Ctr. v. City of Chi., 591 F.3d 531 (7th Cir. 2009);
Irshad Learning Ctr. v. Cnty. of DuPage, 937 F. Supp. 2d 910 (N.D. Ill. 2013); Our
Savior Evangelical Lutheran Church v. Saville, 922 N.E.2d 1143 (Ill. App. Ct. 2009).

162 World Outreach Conference Ctr., 591 F.3d at 533 (claiming that the City of Chi-
cago’s rezoning of a former YMCA building in a way that prevented World Outreach, a
religious organization, from operating it as a community center violated RLUIPA); Irshad
Learning Ctr., 937 F. Supp. 2d at 949 (claiming that DuPage County denying a Muslim
educational group a conditional use permit to use property for religious purposes violated
RLUIPA).

163 Barr v. City of Sinton, 295 S.W.3d 287, 289–90 (Tex. 2009) (challenging a city
ordinance to close a half-way house for low-level offenders across from a pastor’s
church).

164 Merced v. Kasson, 577 F.3d 578, 581–82 (5th Cir. 2009) (challenging city ordi-
nance prohibiting the keeping of four-legged animal within town borders because the
ordinance prevents a Santeria priest from performing animal sacrifice ceremonies). For an
insightful discussion of Merced, see James Oleske, Lukumi at Twenty: Legacy of Uncer-
tainty for Religious Liberty and Animal Welfare Laws, 19 ANIMAL L. 295, 314–22
(2013). Professor Laycock, who successfully argued the Santerian animal sacrifice case
(Church of the Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. City of Hialeah, 508 U.S. 520 (1993)) in the
U.S. Supreme Court, was involved in Merced as well as in Barr v. City of Sinton, 295
S.W.3d 287 (Tex. 2009).
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American student.165 The Texas RFRA has been the most successful in pro-

ducing a legally strengthened regime of religious freedom, although at least

two of the three victories—the land use case and the hair length case—might

easily have come out the same way under RLUIPA and the 14th Amend-

ment, respectively.166

The remainder of state RFRA victories for religious liberty came from

Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee, respectively. One, a Connecticut

decision that dismissed a clergy malpractice claim,167 would have been de-

cided identically under the First Amendment.168 In the other two, RFRA mat-

tered. The Pennsylvania case involved a program of food sharing for the

homeless; the state’s RFRA protected the program against the City of Phila-

delphia’s prohibition on feeding programs in municipal parks.169 And the de-

cision from Tennessee sustained a RFRA-based objection to an autopsy on

an executed prisoner.170 By my count, in all the state RFRA decisions since

Professor Lund wrote on the subject, the state RFRA probably made a dis-

positive difference in four at most.171 While it is possible that the Texas rul-

ings have changed the climate on the ground for religious exemptions, one

would need to know much more before making a judgment about that. The

losses in state RFRA cases involve, among other things, religion-based de-

fenses to criminal charges involving marijuana;172 failed attempts to elevate

rights of religious speech over analogous secular speech;173 regulation of re-

165 A.A. ex rel. Betenbaugh v. Needville Indep. Sch. Dist., 611 F.3d 248, 272–73 (5th
Cir. 2010) (challenging school district appearance code as applied to student who wore
his hair long for religious reasons).

166 For an example of a successful pre-RFRA claim that school grooming standards
violate the Constitution, see Alabama & Coushatta Tribes v. Big Sandy Independent
School District, 817 F. Supp. 1319, 1335 (E.D. Tex. 1993).

167 Kubala v. Hartford Roman Catholic Diocesan Corp., 41 A.3d 351, 354–55,
365–66 (Conn. Super. Ct. 2011), aff’d, 38 A.3d 1252 (Conn. App. Ct. 2012), cert. denied,
43 A.3d 662 (Conn. 2012).

168 See Ira C. Lupu & Robert W. Tuttle, Sexual Misconduct and Ecclesiastical Immu-
nity, 2004 BYU L. REV. 1789, 1816 & n.99 (citing Nally v. Grace Cmty. Church of the
Valley, 763 P.2d 948, 960 (Cal. 1988)).

169 Chosen 300 Ministries, Inc. v. City of Phila., No. 12–3159, 2012 WL 3235317, at
*15 (E.D. Pa. Aug. 9, 2012).

170 Johnson v. Levy, No. M2009–02596–COA–R3–CV, 2010 WL 119288, at *1,
*4–5 (Tenn. Ct. App. Jan. 14, 2010).

171 Those four cases are: Our Savior Evangelical Lutheran Church v. Saville, 922
N.E.2d 1143 (Ill. App. Ct. 2009), Merced v. Kasson, 577 F.3d 578 (5th Cir. 2009), Cho-
sen 300 Ministries, Inc. v. City of Philadelphia, No. 12–3159, 2012 WL 3235317 (E.D.
Pa. Aug. 9, 2012), and Johnson v. Levy, No. M2009–02596–COA–R3–CV, 2010 WL
119288, at *1 (Tenn. Ct. App. Jan. 14, 2010).

172 See, e.g., State v. Hardesty, 214 P.3d 1004, 1005 (Ariz. 2009) (en banc); State v.
Cordingley, 302 P.3d 730, 731 (Idaho Ct. App. 2013); State v. White, 271 P.3d 1217,
1218–19 (Idaho Ct. App. 2011).

173 Reed v. Town of Gilbert, No. 07-522-PHX-SRB, 2011 WL 5924381, at *11 (D.
Ariz. Feb 11, 2011), withdrawn from bound volume, aff’d, 707 F.3d 1057 (9th Cir. 2013)
(concerning Arizona’s religious freedom statute); Brown v. City of Pittsburgh, 586 F.3d
263, 283–88 (3d Cir. 2009) (concerning Pennsylvania’s religious freedom statute);
Phelps-Roper v. Cnty. of St. Charles, No. 4:10CV02232 AGF, 2013 WL 4458979, at
*1–2 (E.D. Mo. Aug. 20, 2013) (concerning Missouri’s religious freedom statute).
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lationships between adults and children;174 and cases involving sexual abuse

by clergy.175

Overall, these newer results in state RFRA cases do not indicate any

significant jurisprudential shift. Since Professor Lund published in 2010, the

decisions show that only in Texas have courts vigorously construed the state

statute in a series of cases.176

E. The Lessons of Religious Exemption Regimes

Looking back over fifty years of religious exemption regimes—the Free

Exercise Clause under the purported reign of Sherbert-Yoder, the Federal

RFRA, and state RFRAs—I find myself drawn to some stark conclusions.

First, the legal language of these regimes, in particular the demand for com-

pelling interests to justify the refusal to exempt burdened religious exercise,

is very strenuous. If courts applied these concepts with the vigor one expects

from their function in the law of free speech and equal protection, one would

expect exemption claims to succeed very frequently. Indeed, because these

concepts operate only as-applied to religious objectors in exemption law, but

typically operate against laws in their entirety in the fields of equal protec-

tion177 and free speech,178 one would expect a higher rate of success for relig-

ious exemption claims than any others adjudicated under these standards.

But the evidence is starkly to the contrary. The Supreme Court made it a

steady practice to honor in the breach the free exercise principles nominally

stated in Sherbert-Yoder. The lower federal courts have implemented Yoder
itself and then the Federal RFRA very weakly, even after the prod from O
Centro, and the state courts have tended to do likewise with state RFRAs.

174 Peace v. Peace, No. 1 CA-CV 13-0150, 2014 WL 1884868, at *3–4 (Ariz. Ct.
App. May 8, 2014) (finding that a religious freedom statute does not require overturning
a family court’s order modifying parental visitation).

175 State v. Bent, 328 P.3d 677, 685–86 (N.M. Ct. App. 2013), cert. denied, 321 P.3d
126 (N.M. 2013) (finding that a religious freedom statute is no defense to charges of
unlawful sexual contact with minors by leader of spiritual group); Givens v. St. Adalbert
Church, 56 Conn. L. Rptr. 585, 585 (Conn. Super. Ct. 2013).

176 Elane Photography v. Willock, 284 P.3d 428 (N.M. Ct. App. 2012), aff’d, 309
P.3d 53 (N.M. 2013), cert. denied, 134 S. Ct. 1787 (2014) did not produce a decision on
its RFRA merits. It involved a New Mexico photographer who refused to provide ser-
vices for the commitment ceremony of a lesbian couple, and was thereafter the target of a
discrimination complaint in the New Mexico Human Rights Commission. In seeking re-
view of the agency order against her, the photographer raised a defense under the New
Mexico Religious Freedom Restoration Act. 309 P.3d at 72. The New Mexico Supreme
Court rejected the photographer’s federal constitutional defenses on the merits, id. at
63–76, and ruled that the state RFRA did not apply to litigation between private parties,
id. at 76–78. The question of applicability of RFRAs, state and Federal, in suits between
private parties has become judicially and legislatively important over the past several
years. See, e.g., Chaganti, supra note 117. I do not address the point in this Article. R

177 See, e.g., Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 326–27 (2003) (rejecting an equal
protection argument that would prohibit all use of race in law school admissions process).

178 See, e.g., United States v. Stevens, 130 S. Ct. 1577, 1579, 1593–94 (2010) (invali-
dating on its face a federal statute outlawing the distribution of animal “crush videos”).
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For fifty years, judges at all levels have avoided privileging religiously moti-

vated behavior over its secular counterparts.

To be sure, under all of these regimes, occasional victories appear, even

prior to the extraordinary run of victories in the litigation involving the con-

traceptive mandate. The record shows that these earlier victories tended to

reflect the kind of hybrid rights claims discussed in Smith,179 or—in rare

instances—cases in which state interests seem extremely weak and the coun-

tervailing religious interests seem unusually strong.180 Taken separately,

some of these victories appear manifestly just and appropriate. In most of

these cases, however, judges seem ever mindful of the slippery slope of re-

ligious exemptions. As I wrote in 1989, “[b]ehind every free exercise claim

is a spectral march; grant this one, a voice whispers to each judge, and you

will be confronted with an endless chain of exemption demands from relig-

ious deviants of every stripe.”181 Despite the Court’s sneering reference in O
Centro to this apprehension,182 its decision produced very little change in

judicial behavior prior to the litigation over the contraceptive mandate.

One promising explanation of this pattern, in both the Free Exercise

Clause decisions between 1963 and 1990 and the Federal and state RFRA

decisions of the past twenty years, is the enormous range of legal norms that

may fall prey to religious exemption claims. The overwhelming majority of

speech and press claims attach to laws that regulate the content or process of

communications.183 In contrast, religious exemption claims may sweep in a

179 See, e.g., EEOC v. Catholic Univ. of Am., 83 F.3d 455, 467 (D.C. Cir. 1996)
(finding that a hybrid of the Free Exercise and Establishment Clauses supports the minis-
terial exemption from prohibition on sex discrimination in employment); see also Nelson
Tebbe, Smith In Theory and Practice, 32 CARDOZO L. REV. 2055, 2059–60 (2011) (argu-
ing, with examples, that Smith did not preclude all exemptions under the Free Exercise
Clause).

180 Cases involving attempts under local laws to shut down church-sponsored pro-
grams to feed the homeless are a good example of this. See, e.g., W. Presbyterian Church
v. Bd. of Zoning Adjustments, 862 F. Supp. 538, 547 (D.D.C. 1994) (relying on Federal
RFRA to demonstrate that regulation of religious conduct through zoning laws is a sub-
stantial burden on the free exercise of religion); Chosen 300 Ministries, Inc. v. City of
Phila., No. 12–3159, 2012 WL 3235317, at *15–16 (E.D. Pa. Aug. 9, 2012) (relying on
Pennsylvania religious freedom statute to demonstrate that ban on free food distribution
in parks violates free exercise of religion). Of course, that assessment is mine; others
would weigh interests in this and other cases far differently. That’s the nub of the problem
of religious exemptions.

181 Ira C. Lupu, Where Rights Begin: The Problem of Burdens on the Free Exercise of
Religion, 102 HARV. L. REV. 933, 947 (1989).

182 Gonzales v. O Centro Espirita Beneficente Uniao do Vegetal, 546 U.S. 418,
435–36 (2006). (“[T]he Government’s argument for uniformity is different; it rests not
so much on the particular statutory program at issue as on slippery-slope concerns that
could be invoked in response to any RFRA claim for an exception to a generally applica-
ble law. The Government’s argument echoes the classic rejoinder of bureaucrats through-
out history: If I make an exception for you, I’ll have to make one for everybody, so no
exceptions. But RFRA operates by mandating consideration, under the compelling inter-
est test, of exceptions to ‘rule[s] of general applicability.’”).

183 Speech claims designed to create exceptions to norms outside the direct regulation
of communications are notoriously unsuccessful. See, e.g., United States v. O’Brien, 391
U.S. 367, 376–86 (1968) (barring use of First Amendment defense for critic of military
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range of religious beliefs and practices as wide and deep as the human con-

dition itself, and a correspondingly broad range of government interests. As

Part II.C of this Article demonstrates, the Supreme Court has seen very few

such claims in the past twenty years, but the lower courts see them quite

regularly, in cases from within and without institutions of confinement.184 It

is hardly a wonder that judges in those lower courts, backed by the Supreme

Court’s own retreat in free exercise decisions during the 1980s, proceed with

great caution and persistent deference to the government, despite RFRA’s

bold, religion-protective language.185 Judges just don’t know what is coming

next, and they lack the discretionary jurisdiction that enables the Supreme

Court to decide such cases only on very rare occasion.

Writing in 1999, Professor Eugene Volokh commended the statutory

approach to religious exemptions, as distinguished from the constitutional

approach, on the ground that the statutory approach preserved democratic

accountability and control by permitting legislative overrides of particular

judicial decisions.186 As Professor Volokh pointed out, legislatures are not

free to similarly override rights-recognizing decisions, like Sherbert and

Yoder, that root exemptions in constitutional norms.187

This view made perfect sense as a matter of academic logic. Let judges

make case by case decisions under general statutory norms, in light of the

facts and the precedents, and permit legislatures to correct perceived mis-

takes. In practice, however, things have not worked out this way. The only

congressional overrides in such cases have been of judicial denials of consti-
tutional claims—with respect to the wearing of religious garb while in the

armed forces,188 and with respect to exemption from Federal Insurance Con-

tributions Act (FICA) contributions by business firms owned by members of

the Old Order Amish.189 Congress has never overridden a Federal RFRA

conscription who willfully destroyed his Selective Service certificate as a symbolic pro-
test during Vietnam War). For my own, quite personal take on O’Brien, see Ira C. Lupu,
Teaching United States v. O’Brien: Three Conversations and the Wisdom of John Hart
Ely, 16 GREEN BAG 2d 291 (2013).

184 See supra Part II.C.
185 Id.
186 Eugene Volokh, A Common Law Model for Religious Exemptions, 46 UCLA L.

REV. 1465, 1474–75 (1999).
187 Id. at 1467–70 (describing what Volokh calls the constitutional exemption model,

under which courts had the final say).
188 Congress responded to the decision in Goldman v. Weinberger, 475 U.S. 503

(1986), which rejected a free exercise claim to wear a yarmulke (skull-cap) by an Ortho-
dox Jewish Captain while on duty in the Air Force, by enacting 10 U.S.C. § 774 (2006),
which specifies norms and processes for religious accommodations with respect to re-
quirements of wearing certain apparel in the Armed Forces.

189 Congress responded to the decision in United States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252 (1982),
which rejected a free exercise claim by an Old Order Amish employer to be exempted
from FICA contributions on behalf of his Old Order Amish employees, by creating a
statutory exemption. See 26 U.S.C. §§ 3127(a)(2), (b)(1).
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decision, either for or against the government, and no one expects that pat-

tern to change in response to Burwell v. Hobby Lobby.190

At the state level, the results are nearly identical. My research has dis-

closed no cases in which a state legislature has overridden a state judicial

decision in favor of or against a state RFRA claim.191 Professor Lund’s work,

cited above, identifies two instances in which state legislatures amended

RFRAs to include a new coverage restriction.192 One involved permitting

Illinois to relocate cemeteries and graves in light of the modernization of

Chicago’s O’Hare Airport.193 The other involved a Florida statute that, while

RFRA litigation on the matter was pending, excluded from the state’s RFRA

the statutory requirement for a full-face photograph on a driver’s license.194

Aside from momentary episodes of that kind, the legislative experience of

the past two decades is that RFRA-enacting legislatures are content to dele-

gate in general terms, take credit for protecting “religious freedom,” and

leave all the hard choices to the judiciary. As this Part has demonstrated, the

state and federal judiciaries have been less than eager to exercise that discre-

tion in favor of religious liberty.

The enduring qualities of religious exemption regimes—constitutional

and statutory, federal or state—are weakness, plasticity, erratic and unpre-

dictable bursts of religion-protective energy, and the consequent tendency to

produce deep inconsistencies. The Supreme Court’s disposition of Hobby
Lobby powerfully reinforces the perception of plasticity in the relevant stan-

dards. Moreover, the profound disagreement among the Justices on a wide

190 Senators Reid, Murray, Boxer, and others have sponsored legislation to overturn
the result in Hobby Lobby, but no one believes it can be enacted in this Congress. See
Robert Pear, Democrats Push Bill to Reverse Supreme Court Ruling on Contraception,
N.Y. TIMES, July 8, 2014, at A15, archived at http://perma.cc/YUJ4-XLP5. Enactments
designed to take away particular judicial victories for religious freedom raise the constitu-
tional problem of targeted discrimination against identifiable religious groups. See Ira C.
Lupu, The Case Against Legislative Codification of Religious Liberty, 21 CARDOZO L.
REV. 565, 585 (1999) (stating that Church of the Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. City of
Hialeah, 508 U.S. 520 (1993), would invite free exercise challenges to general legislation
apparently designed to suppress practices associated with a particular sect).

191 I inquired of Professor Volokh in June 2014 whether he was aware of any such
overrides, and his answer was no. E-mail from Eugene Volokh to author (June 27, 2014)
(on file with author and the Harvard Journal of Law & Gender).

192 Lund, supra note 154, at 493–96. R
193 Id. at 493–95. The Seventh Circuit upheld the provision against constitutional at-

tack in St. John’s United Church of Christ v. City of Chicago, 502 F.3d 616, 630–39, 642
(7th Cir. 2007).

194 Lund, supra note 154, at 495–96. The statute, FLA. STAT. § 322.142(1) (2013), R
was designed to preempt the state RFRA claim in Freeman v. Department of Highway
Safety & Motor Vehicles, 924 So. 2d 48 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2006), and may reflect a post
9/11 anti-Muslim bias. For inquiry into that kind of bias in the federal courts, see gener-
ally Gregory C. Sisk & Michael Heise, Muslims and Religious Liberty in the Era of 9/11:
Empirical Evidence From the Federal Courts, 98 IOWA L. REV. 231 (2012). I inquired of
Professor Lund in June 2014 whether he was aware of any additional episodes of such
legislative restrictions on coverage in response to particular litigation or other events, and
his answer was no. E-mail from Christopher Lund to author (June 30, 2014) (on file with
author and the Harvard Journal of Law & Gender).
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range of questions portends a future for religious exemptions just as erratic

as their fifty-year past.

III. BURWELL V. HOBBY LOBBY STORES, INC.

As expected, the Court’s decision (per Justice Alito) in Hobby Lobby195

sent shock waves across the legal and political culture. The division among

the Justices took the distressingly predictable form of 5–4, with all the Re-

publican appointees on one side and all the Democratic appointees on the

other. Justice Anthony Kennedy wrote a brief and vital concurring opinion

that suggests the route forward, discussed below.196

Recall the operative four questions in Hobby Lobby, and the logical

linkage among them. First, is a for-profit corporation a “person” who can

“exercise religion” within the meaning of RFRA?197 Second, if so, does the

mandate to include all forms of pregnancy prevention services in health in-

surance “substantially burden” the firm’s religious exercise?198 Third, if so,

is application of that burden to the firm “in furtherance of a compelling

governmental interest”?199 Fourth, if so, is the requirement of such coverage

in the employer-purchased health coverage “the least restrictive means of

furthering that compelling governmental interest”?200

Hobby Lobby prevailed because the Supreme Court found a for-profit

corporation to be a “person” for the purposes of religious exemption (satis-

fying question one); held that the mandate’s inclusion of all forms of preg-

nancy prevention in health insurance “substantially burdens” the firm’s

religious exercise (satisfying question two); and ruled that such a require-

ment is not the least restrictive means for furthering this government interest

(satisfying question four). As explained below, however, the disposition of

question three (compelling governmental interest) proved to be both the

most subtle and surprising.

Before sub-dividing analysis along the lines marked out by of each of

these four issues, I want to flag two meta-questions that I will discuss within

each of the following issue-oriented sections. The first is a broad method-

ological problem of statutory interpretation, identified crisply at oral argu-

ment,201 and addressed sharply in both the Court opinion202 and Justice

195 Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2751 (2014).
196 Id. at 2785–87.
197 See supra pp. 41–42. The opinion does not address whether shareholders of a

corporation, closely held or otherwise, are burdened (within the meaning of RFRA) by
obligations imposed under the Affordable Care Act on the corporation. This Article will
similarly not address the question.

198 Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2000bb-1(a) (2012); see also
supra pp. 41–42.

199 Id. § 2000bb-1(b)(1); see also supra pp. 41–42.
200 Id. § 2000bb-1(b)(2); see also supra pp. 41–42.
201 Transcript of Oral Argument at 6–7, Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 S.

Ct. 2751 (2014) (No. 13-354), archived at http://perma.cc/DS4D-RF8T.
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Ginsburg’s principal dissent.203 What, precisely, did Congress restore when it

enacted the Religious Freedom Restoration Act?204 Legislative history

strongly suggested that Congress was reacting to Smith, and not to particu-

lars of the long run of decisions, such as Bob Jones University, United States
v. Lee, and Lyng, that had qualified and weakened the Sherbert-Yoder re-

gime. The government thus argued that RFRA incorporated the pre-Smith
free exercise decisions by reference, or at least incorporated the decisions

that dealt explicitly and directly with the concepts of “substantial burdens”

and “compelling governmental interests.” In particular, the government re-

lied heavily on the proposition in Lee that commercial entities should not be

able to secure exemptions from generally applicable regulatory regimes. Fol-

lowing this line of argument exactly, Justice Ginsburg’s dissent argued that

RFRA had essentially codified this Lee principle, and that Hobby Lobby’s

claims accordingly should fail.205

In Justice Alito’s view, however, the language of the statute controlled

the case. And that language never points back to any particular result, much

less any particular context-specific proposition, in pre-Smith cases. The text

of RFRA never says that Sherbert, Yoder, or any other case was rightly or

wrongly decided. RFRA’s formally declared purposes include restoration of

a legal standard “as set forth,” not “as applied,” in Sherbert and Yoder.206

Similarly, RFRA’s “findings” reference the “compelling interest test as set

forth in prior federal court rulings . . . .”207 However ambiguous that pair of

references may be, RFRA explicitly codifies a standard of review, not a set

of judicial opinions. As Justice Alito puts it, “nothing in the text of

RFRA . . . suggested that the statutory phrase ‘exercise of religion under the

First Amendment’ was meant to be tied to this Court’s pre-Smith interpreta-

tion of that Amendment.”208

What renders this dispute about interpretive methodology highly unu-

sual is that virtually all of the relevant terms—exercise of religion, substan-

tial burden, compelling governmental interest, and least restrictive means—
are not of congressional creation. The first comes from the Constitution it-

202 Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. at 2759–2785.
203 Id. at 2787–806 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting).
204 For contemporaneous elaboration of this point, see Marty Lederman, Hobby

Lobby Part XVIII— The One (Potentially) Momentous Aspect of Hobby Lobby: Unteth-
ering RFRA from Free Exercise Doctrine, BALKINIZATION (July 6, 2014, 4:08 PM), http://
balkin.blogspot.com/2014/07/hobby-lobby-part-xviii-one-potentially.html, archived at
http://perma.cc/M3AD-SLGU. Professor Lederman’s post flagged my 1995 article that
identified this as a core question going forward. See Ira C. Lupu, Of Time and the RFRA:
A Lawyer’s Guide to the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 56 MONT. L. REV. 171,
193–98 (1995) (asking whether a statute written in such strenuous terms would eventu-
ally break free from its earlier, more restrained case law moorings).

205 Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. at 2803–06.
206 Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2000bb(b) (2012).
207 Id. § 2000bb(a)(5).
208 Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. at 2772.
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self.209 The second, third, and fourth come directly from judicial opinions

applying the Free Exercise Clause to particular claims.210 When Congress

asserts restorative purposes, and chooses judicial terms of art in the restora-

tive enterprise, is it not reasonable for the Court to treat those terms as im-

porting their pre-existing judicial gloss?211 If Congress wanted a new

approach, why did it legislate in terms associated with the prior regime?

The second meta-question looming above the Hobby Lobby opinions is

the one to which this entire Article is addressed—can judges be reasonably

consistent over time, and across widely different fact patterns, in applying

concepts like substantial burden, compelling governmental interest, and least

restrictive alternative? As the analysis below reveals, each side of the Court

(majority and principal dissent) may have dealt with all four issues in an

internally coherent way. There is room for deep doubt, however, as to

whether either side’s approach is fully consistent with past decisions under

RFRA or the Free Exercise Clause, pre-Smith. More troubling by far, the

relevant questions are sufficiently vague that any and all answers to them are

equally persuasive; that is, they do not cabin judgment in ways consistent

with a rule of law.

Readers will be guided most fairly through the four sub-sections that

follow if they know my own judgments about the Hobby Lobby litigation.212

As Professor Tuttle and I argued in February of 2014, the government ulti-

mately should have prevailed.213 We disagreed with the government’s posi-

tion on corporate religious exercise and on whether Hobby Lobby’s exercise

of religion was substantially burdened by the contraceptive mandate. How-

ever, we believed then, and still believe, that the Establishment Clause re-

quires a construction of RFRA that does not permit the imposition of

significant harms on third parties—in this case, female employees and fe-

male dependents of all employees.214 Loss of no-cost coverage of pregnancy

prevention services, even for an interim period, is precisely one such

harm.215 I believe that the government satisfied the compelling interest test,

and that the alternative means for providing such coverage may well prove

209 U.S. CONST. amend. I.
210 See supra Part II.A (discussing the Supreme Court’s development of free exercise

principles).
211 I originally focused on these questions at the time Congress was considering

RFRA. See Ira C. Lupu, Statutes Revolving in Constitutional Law Orbits, 79 VA. L. REV.
1, 56–62 (1993).

212 Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. at 2772.
213 Lupu & Tuttle, Symposium: Religious Questions and Saving Constructions, supra

note 15. R
214 See id.
215 For a rigorous presentation of the argument that full insurance coverage of these

services is of considerable value, economic and otherwise, see Brief for Guttmacher Insti-
tute et al. as Amici Curiae Supporting Petitioners at 7–21, Hobby Lobby 134 S. Ct. 2751
(No. 13-354); Gedicks & Van Tassel, supra note 3, at 376–79; Kara Loewentheil, When R
Free Exercise is a Burden: Protecting “Third Parties” in Religious Accommodation Law,
62 DRAKE L. REV. 434, 439–44 (2014).
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inadequate because of a combination of political, administrative, fiscal, and

legal uncertainties. But I do not for a minute believe that the prior law com-

pelled that set of answers and no others.

My analytic breakdown of the four main issues is as follows:

A. Corporate Religious Exercise

The question whether for-profit corporations should be legally consid-

ered as persons that exercise religion received tremendous attention in the

Hobby Lobby litigation. Attached to this question was the related one of

whether shareholders (obviously considered persons under law) in closely

held companies were the relevant, burdened parties. The government had

argued consistently that business corporations were not persons capable of

exercising religion, and that the shareholder-persons were not obligated to

do anything by the ACA, and so were not burdened.

It was inevitable that the ghost of Citizens United v. FEC216 would

haunt this corporate personhood question. The Tenth Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, sitting en banc in Hobby Lobby, treated Citizens United as a relevant

authority.217 Not so the Supreme Court majority, which found an easy route

to the answer. The Federal Dictionary Act, which defines terms for purposes

of the U.S. Code “unless the context indicates otherwise,” states that the

word “person . . . includes corporations, companies, associations, firms,

partnerships, societies . . . as well as individuals.”218 Does the context of

RFRA and “religious exercise” indicate otherwise?

The most grievous flaw in the government’s argument to exclude for-

profit corporations from RFRA’s coverage is that the overwhelming majority

of religious institutions are held in the corporate form. Individual human

beings, who live and die, do not own houses of worship, religious colleges

and universities, religious charities, or religiously affiliated health care insti-

tutions. These entities are held in perpetuity in corporate form, in the name

of faith communities. It could not possibly be disputed that these entities

exercise religion, and many of the Court’s prior decisions had implicitly rec-

ognized that.219

216 558 U.S. 310 (2010). For a focus on other connections between Citizens United
and Hobby Lobby, see Ellen D. Katz, Hobby Lobby and the Pathology of Citizens
United, 9 DUKE J. CON. L. & PUB. POL’Y (forthcoming 2014) (arguing that the Court’s
approach to precedent in Citizens United, where it read prior decisions to adopt rules that
those decisions deliberately chose not to espouse, will likely affect challenges to the
Affordable Care Act).

217 Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., v. Sebelius, 723 F.3d 1114, 1133 (10th Cir. 2013) (en
banc).

218 1 U.S.C. § 1 (2012).
219 See Church of the Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. City of Hialeah, 508 U.S. 520

(1993); Gonzales v. O Centro Espirita Beneficente Uniao do Vegetal, 546 U.S. 418
(2006).
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What distinguishes Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. from such institutions?220

First, by definition, Hobby Lobby has a profit motive, and earnings that in-

ure to the benefit of its owners. These features disqualify the company from

nonprofit status, which has considerable legal significance, in tax law or

otherwise.221 But the state has no constitutional warrant for excluding profit-

makers from the ranks of entities with religious purposes; that is a theologi-

cal move, not open to the state. Second, Hobby Lobby’s primary commercial

purpose is selling products to hobbyists. But religious colleges have primary

educational purposes, and religious hospitals have primary purposes of heal-

ing the sick, and these purposes do not disqualify any entity from exercising

religion.

The government, perhaps recognizing this weakness in its conceptual

argument, fell back on prior law. Never, the government asserted, had the

Supreme Court ruled that a business corporation could exercise religion

under the First Amendment or RFRA. But the Court had never ruled other-

wise, either, even in cases where it might have done so,222 and it had adjudi-

cated free exercise claims by individual business entrepreneurs.223 So the

question was entirely open. Even if RFRA restored pre-Smith law in its en-

tirety, nothing in that body of law firmly foreclosed a judgment that for-

profit corporations might exercise religion.224

Of the four Hobby Lobby questions, only the issue of corporate relig-

ious personhood had an answer strenuously rooted in legal authority, wide-

spread practice, and legal logic. It was no surprise to me, though barely

mentioned in the media coverage of the case, that the Court divided 5–2 on

this question. Justices Kagan and Breyer did not join the portions of the

dissent that concluded that for-profit corporations could not be persons that

exercise religion.225 They perhaps did not want to undercut Justice Ginsburg’s

dissent by openly disagreeing about anything, but they seemed to recognize

220 The best overall work on this subject is Mark Rienzi, God and the Profits: Is
There Religious Liberty for Money-Makers?, 21 GEO. MASON L. REV. 59 (2013).

221 See I.R.C. § 501(c)(3) (2012) (“[N]o part of the net earnings of [a charitable
corporation may] . . . inure[ ] . . . to the benefit of any private shareholder or
individual . . . .”)

222 Gallagher v. Crown Kosher Supermarket of Mass., Inc., 366 U.S. 617, 631 (1961)
(leaving open the question of corporate standing to seek free exercise exemption from
Sunday Closing Law).

223 Braunfeld v. Brown, 366 U.S. 599, 601 (1961) (describing appellants as retail
merchants engaged in the selling of clothing and home furnishings).

224 The fact that Hobby Lobby and Conestoga Wood Products were closely held, fam-
ily-run businesses made the argument easier, but there is nothing in the logic of the
Hobby Lobby majority that restricts religious exercise to such companies. Publicly traded,
widely held companies might develop a religious identity, but the impracticality of ob-
taining internal agreement on the Board of Directors, or among shareholders, as to what
that identity is, makes such assertions of corporate religious personhood extremely
unlikely.

225 Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2751, 2806 (2014) (Breyer and
Kagan, JJ., dissenting) (agreeing with Justice Ginsburg that Hobby Lobby should lose on
the merits, but asserting the non-necessity of deciding the corporate personhood question
and therefore not joining that portion of the Ginsburg dissent).
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that the question in the case was not whether Hobby Lobby had RFRA

rights; rather, the question was what RFRA rights Hobby Lobby had.

B. Substantially Burden

The concept of “substantial burdens” is the trigger for RFRA’s seem-

ingly stringent protection. If the claimant cannot make this showing, the tests

of compelling interest and least restrictive means do not kick in. As Profes-

sor Tuttle and I explained in a SCOTUSblog post prepared prior to oral argu-

ment in Hobby Lobby, the test of substantial burden has two parts, not just

one:

As Sherbert and Yoder perfectly illustrate, a burden on religion

involves conflict between a person’s legal interests and her relig-

ious practices. What is rarely noticed, however, is that the collision

of interests must meet two measures of substantiality, not just one.

The conflict must involve, as in Sherbert, the imposition of sub-

stantial secular costs on the religiously compliant person. Less

well noticed, the conflict also must involve substantial religious

costs for those who comply with secular law.226

Unpacking the dual inquiries into substantiality of a burden sheds con-

siderable light on both the Alito opinion and the Ginsburg dissent in Hobby
Lobby. With respect to the secular costs of compliance with faith, Justice

Alito emphasized the huge fines that Hobby Lobby would incur if it offered

a nonconforming insurance policy to its employees.227 On this point, the

Ginsburg dissent offered no challenge.

The nub of disagreement between majority and dissent attaches to the

other, less frequently noticed, half of the inquiry into “substantial bur-

dens”—their religious substantiality. The government had argued, and Jus-

226 Lupu & Tuttle, Symposium: Religious Questions and Saving Constructions, supra
note 15; see also LUPU & TUTTLE, SECULAR GOVERNMENT, supra note 2, at 241–42. R

227 Justice Alito acknowledged that Hobby Lobby had a choice to drop health insur-
ance and make, under the Internal Revenue Code, an assessable payment of $2000 per
year per full-time employee. See Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. at 2776–77 (citing 26 U.S.C.
§ 4980H (2012)). Notably, the government had never asserted that this option made the
secular pressure on employers insubstantial. Justice Alito concluded that the question of
whether this option renders the burden insubstantial was an empirical one, turning on the
operation of labor markets. See id. Ultimately, the majority asserted that the argument is
unpersuasive in these two cases because the owners of Hobby Lobby and Conestoga
Wood Specialties have religious motivations for offering health insurance to employees.
Id. at 2777–79. Accordingly, they would bear a religious cost if they dropped the cover-
age, and a required payment of $2000 per employee just increases the pressure to main-
tain coverage that includes the objectionable goods. For the view that this question
remains open in future litigation involving other firms, see Marty Lederman, Hobby
Lobby Part XVI— A Half-Dozen Possibilities that Shouldn’t Surprise You in Today’s
Decision, BALKINIZATION (Jun. 30, 2014, 7:50AM), http://balkin.blogspot.com/2014/06/
hobby-lobby-part-xvi-half-dozen.html, archived at http://perma.cc/JF4X-TWSB, points
three and four and links therein.
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tice Ginsburg agreed,228 that the religious objections to contraceptive

coverage were legally insubstantial because they were too attenuated—that

is, removed from the choice to use the contraceptives. The government is

requiring the owners of the companies to include coverage of the contested

items in an insurance policy, and the employees independently will decide

whether to use IUDs or emergency contraception. The majority, per Justice

Alito, repudiated any analytic effort to measure the distance between the

purchase of insurance and the choice of pregnancy prevention service. Jus-

tice Alito insisted that courts have no business addressing whether a set of

religious convictions—in this case, that purchasing the objected-to insurance

coverage constitutes material cooperation with or facilitation of sin—is

reasonable.229

On this point, Justice Alito’s opinion relied heavily on Thomas v. Re-
view Board,230 a free exercise decision in which the Court had refused to

adjudicate an apparent dispute between the claimant and another member of

his faith with respect to Biblical interpretation on the question of whether

participation in the production of weapons is sinful.231 In light of the Court’s

insistence that RFRA be construed on its own terms, rather than seen

through the prism of pre-Smith decisions,232 this reliance on Thomas is quite

striking. Perhaps judicial elaboration of the restoration of religious liberty is

akin to judicial use of legislative history, which can be like “entering a

crowded cocktail party and looking over the heads of the guests for one’s

friends.”233 The Hobby Lobby majority wants to drink with Thomas; those

who joined the principal dissent prefer to hang out with Lee.

Justice Ginsburg did not argue that Wisconsin v. Yoder,234 the lynchpin

exemption case and explicit model for RFRA’s operative standards, teaches

somewhat to the contrary with respect to the judicial role in evaluating the

substantiality of religious burdens. The Yoder opinion is thick with refer-

ences to both the impact of compulsory education on the religious develop-

ment of adolescents and the attendant consequences for survival of the

228 Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. at 2798–99 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting).
229 Id. at 2777–79.
230 See id. at 2778 (citing Thomas v. Review Bd. of Ind. Emp’t Sec. Div., 450 U.S.

707, 715 (1981)). Justice Alito also cites Employment Division v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872,
887 (1990) for the same point, Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. at 2778, without acknowledging
that Smith relied on the point as a reason to discontinue religious exemptions, not as a
doctrinal move in adjudicating when government must provide such exemptions, see
Smith, 494 U.S. at 888.

231 Thomas, 450 U.S. at 715–16 (stating that courts are incompetent arbiters of com-
peting scriptural interpretation).

232 See Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. at 2784 n.43 (rejecting the Lee principle of accept-
ance by commercial actors of regulatory restraints as controlling in a RFRA case).

233 ANTONIN SCALIA & BRYAN GARNER, READING LAW: THE INTERPRETATION OF LE-

GAL TEXTS 377 (2012) (paraphrasing the late Judge Harold Leventhal).
234 406 U.S. 205 (1972).
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Amish community.235 Unlike Thomas, Yoder did not involve disputed ques-

tions of scripture, but neither did Hobby Lobby.

The Congress that enacted RFRA gave absolutely no thought to which

burdens are substantial, or to the adjudicative methods that courts might use

to decide that question. If the relevant inquiry in Hobby Lobby is ecclesiasti-

cal, pertaining to matters of faith alone and resolvable only by intra-faith

exegesis and controversy, Justice Alito is right. If, on the other hand, the

relevant inquiry pertains to the degree of involvement of an insurance policy

purchaser in the conduct of the insured employees, the question begins to

look more like one of accomplice liability in criminal law236 and less like a

matter of Bible study. And if RFRA sets the courts free from pre-Smith law,

the mode of inquiry into substantiality is an open question, entirely discon-

nected from free exercise precedents.

It is not my purpose here to resolve the methodological or substantive

questions involved in application of the “substantial burden” trigger within

RFRA. My point is more simple and direct—all paths were open to the Jus-

tices. The majority preferred the Thomas rule of judicial abstention; the dis-

sent preferred active judicial involvement in the question of the religious

substantiality of the burden. Each took the course he or she wanted, and

ignored the others.

C. Compelling Government Interest

The Court, having found RFRA’s “substantial burden” requirement sat-

isfied, was then obliged to consider RFRA’s “exception”—the statutory pro-

vision that imposes two, independent requirements on the government.237

The initial requirement was that the government “demonstrate[ ] that appli-

cation of the burden to the person (1) is in furtherance of a compelling gov-

ernmental interest . . . .”238 If the government failed to so demonstrate, the

case would be over; the government would lose and would not be able to

impose the burden on the complaining person. No inquiry into “least restric-

tive means” would be necessary in such a case.

The government argued that a variety of very strong policy arguments

supported the mandate of no-cost coverage of contraceptives of all kinds.

These policy concerns included women’s reproductive health, gender equal-

ity in health costs, increased avoidance of unwanted pregnancies, and the

need for at least some contraceptive medicines as treatment for other condi-

235 See, e.g., Yoder, 406 U.S. at 216–18.
236 Eugene Volokh, The Religious Freedom Restoration Act and Complicity in Sin,

THE VOLOKH CONSPIRACY (June 30, 2014), http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/
volokh-conspiracy/wp/2014/06/30/the-religious-freedom-restoration-act-and-complicity-
in-sin, archived at http://perma.cc/QE29-GE4E.

237 42 U.S.C. § 2000bb-1(b) (2012).
238 Id. § 2000bb-1(b)(1).
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tions.239 And, at the margin—that is, on the question of a compelling interest

in applying the burden to each relevant person or firm—the need to provide

every woman with the relevant coverage seemed evident. An exemption for

Hobby Lobby would have eliminated that coverage for thousands of female

employees and female beneficiaries of all employees. Moreover, a promi-

nent amicus brief had asserted that a RFRA exemption for Hobby Lobby

would violate the Establishment Clause by imposing the costs of the owners’

faith onto these thousands of women.240

Nevertheless, a number of circuit courts had earlier concluded that the

government had not satisfied the compelling interest test.241 These lower

courts had looked to the Supreme Court’s relatively recent and unanimous

decision in O Centro, and had noticed the Court’s treatment of the exemption

for religious use of peyote by Native Americans. Here is what the Court

wrote in O Centro:

[T]he Executive and Congress itself have decreed an exception

from the Controlled Substances Act for Native American religious

use of peyote. If such use is permitted in the face of the congres-

sional findings . . . for hundreds of thousands of Native Americans

practicing their faith, it is difficult to see how those same findings

alone can preclude any consideration of a similar exception for the

130 or so American members of the UDV who want to practice

theirs.242

In other words, the Act’s exception for some religious uses of peyote

weakened considerably the government’s argument that it had a compelling

interest in not making exceptions for religious uses of comparable sub-

stances.243 In the contraceptive mandate litigation, the most relevant excep-

tion to the mandate was the exception for “grandfathered plans,”244 which

employers had selected pre-ACA and had not yet revised in light of market

incentives. In Hobby Lobby, the Tenth Circuit sitting en banc had pounced

239 Brief for Petitioners at 46–48, Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 S. Ct.
2751 (2014) (No. 13–354).

240 Brief for Church-State Scholars Frederick Mark Gedicks et al. as Amici Curiae
Supporting Petitioners at 7–26, Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. 2751 (No. 13–354).

241 See Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. v. Sebelius, 723 F.3d 1114, 1143–44 (10th Cir.
2013) (en banc), aff’d sub nom. Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2751
(2014); Gilardi v. Dep’t of Health & Human Servs., 733 F.3d 1208, 1219–22 (D.C. Cir.
2013), vacated and remanded, No. 13-567, 2014 WL 2931834 (U.S. July 1, 2014).

242 Gonzales v. O Centro Espirita Beneficente Uniao do Vegetal, 546 U.S. 418, 433
(2005).

243 The Court in O Centro followed its reference to the peyote exemption with this:
See Church of Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. Hialeah, 508 U.S. 520, 547 (1993) (“It is
established in our strict scrutiny jurisprudence that ‘a law cannot be regarded as protect-
ing an interest ‘of the highest order’ . . . when it leaves appreciable damage to that sup-
posedly vital interest unprohibited” (quoting Florida Star v. B. J. F., 491 U.S. 524, 541
(1989) (Scalia, J., concurring in part and concurring in judgment))).
546 U.S. at 433.

244 42 U.S.C. §§ 18011 (a), (e) (discussed in Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. at 2764).
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on this exception, among others, to the ACA, and concluded that these ex-

ceptions operated to defeat the government’s compelling interest

argument.245

With that background in mind, consider the Supreme Court’s treatment

of the “compelling interest” question. Justice Alito wrote that “it is arguable

that there are features of ACA that support”246 the view that the govern-

ment’s interest is not compelling, and he referenced the grandfathering ex-

ception immediately thereafter.247 With O Centro, the most recent and only

Supreme Court RFRA precedent, one would have expected the Court in

Hobby Lobby to apply O Centro’s analysis at this point.

There are, of course, some good responses to that argument in the con-

text of Hobby Lobby. First, the grandfathering exception to ACA is essen-

tially a transition rule; its coverage will soon wither away. In contrast, the

peyote exception is permanent. Moreover, the peyote exception to the Con-

trolled Substances Act is tethered to a particular faith with many members,

so it was very hard to explain why the government could not consider a

RFRA exception with respect to a comparable substance, for a very small

religious community. And the government was insisting in O Centro on the

need for uniformity in application of the Controlled Substance Act, akin to

the claimed need for uniformity in enforcement of tax law.248 The govern-

ment made no comparable claim in Hobby Lobby; HHS could live with

some exceptions, especially if the biggest one declined quickly over time.

Despite all of these important lines of argument about compelling inter-

ests and the relevance of O Centro, none of the Justices directly addressed

the significance of non-uniform coverage. Instead, having sympathetically

introduced these themes, Justice Alito abruptly announced that the Court:

[F]ind[s] it unnecessary to adjudicate this issue. We will assume

that the [asserted] interest . . . is compelling . . . and we will

proceed to consider the final prong of the RFRA test . . . whether

HHS has shown that the contraceptive mandate is “the least re-

strictive means of furthering that compelling governmental

interest.”249

245 For discussion of the significance of these exceptions, see, e.g., Hobby Lobby
Stores, Inc. v. Sebelius, 723 F.3d 1114, 1123–24, 1143–44 (10th Cir. 2013), aff’d sub
nom. Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2751 (2014). The other important
statutory exception involves employers with fewer than fifty employees; these employers
need not provide health insurance at all. See 26 U.S.C. § 4980H(c)(2)(B)(i).

246 Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. at 2780.
247 Id. Justice Alito also referenced the ACA exemption for employers with fewer

than fifty full-time employees, id., but this is inapposite because any health insurance
those employees obtain, either through employment or on exchanges, will include full
contraceptive coverage.

248 If RFRA is cut loose entirely from Lee and free exercise norms, tax cases too
should be adjudicated case by case, not categorically.

249 Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. at 2780.
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This is the mystery of Hobby Lobby. Hobby Lobby does not mention O
Centro’s focus on exceptions to coverage as undercutting any argument that

an interest is compelling.250 No Justice even mentions O Centro in this con-

nection, even though O Centro was a unanimous opinion, written by Chief

Justice Roberts.251 In Hobby Lobby, O Centro is a big, surprisingly silent

beast.252

Justice Kennedy’s concurring opinion offers the clue for solving the

mystery. He asserts unequivocally that “[i]t is important to confirm that a

premise of the Court’s opinion is its assumption that the [challenged] HHS

regulation . . . furthers a legitimate and compelling interest in the health of

female employees.”253 What is evident from that confirmation, and the dis-

cussion of alternatives that follows, is that the price of Justice Kennedy’s

fifth vote for the Court’s opinion was non-adjudication of—not agreement

upon—the question of compelling interest. Had Justices Alito, Scalia,

Thomas, and Chief Justice Roberts followed the lead of the lower courts that

found the government’s interest uncompelling, they would have stopped

their analysis at that point; the government would have lost, and the availa-

bility of alternatives would have become legally irrelevant. If these four had

resolved the compelling interest question against the government, however,

their opinion very likely would have been for a plurality only. Justice Ken-

nedy’s separate opinion would then have represented the controlling law of

the case.254

There is nothing sinister or professionally inappropriate about the sort

of compromise that would lead four Justices to assume an answer to a ques-

tion—one they might well have answered differently on their own—in order

to hold a majority. In the RFRA context, however, there is something quite

troubling about concluding that the government has substantially violated a

person’s religious freedom, and then refusing to confront the question of

whether the government’s interest is strong enough to justify the burden.

Other cases in the RFRA pipeline, on contraceptive coverage and otherwise,

might have been significantly influenced by a four-Justice plurality opinion

on the merits of Hobby Lobby’s non-trivial argument that exceptions to the

250 See id. at 2779–80.
251 See Gonzales v. O Centro Beneficente Uniao do Vegetal, 546 U.S. 418, 418

(2006). Justice Alito did not participate in O Centro, see id., because he joined the Court
on January 31, 2006 and O Centro was argued in November 2005. See Samuel Alito,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel_Alito, archived at http://perma.cc/3D4M-Z3W9.

252 See ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE, SILVER BLAZE, in THE MEMOIRS OF SHERLOCK

HOLMES, 1, 22 (Penguin Books 2011) (explaining “the curious incident of the dog in the
night-time” in which the dog’s silent response to the approach of a person at night re-
vealed that the person was someone familiar to the dog).

253 Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. at 2786 (Kennedy, J., concurring).
254 See, e.g., Marks v. United States, 430 U.S. 188, 193 (1977) (asserting and apply-

ing the doctrine that in the absence of a majority opinion, the narrowest opinion in sup-
port of the result represents the controlling law).
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mandate left “appreciable damage” to the government’s interest

unremedied.255

For this beast to have remained quiet is thus profoundly significant. But

it is more than that. The absence of engagement with a central question in

the case is just one more sign that religious exemption cases involve the

worst kind of judicial lawmaking, unguided by what has gone before, or by

manageable standards for what should come next. The final issue the Court

confronts—the issue on which the future of the contraceptive mandate now

turns—reveals this sort of ad hoc, all things considered, form of adjudication

for which the field is now justly infamous.

D. Least Restrictive Alternative

Some of the instant commentary on Hobby Lobby suggested that the

disposition of the case, on grounds that the government had alternatives less

restrictive of religious liberty than the challenged mandate, had been driven

by Justice Kennedy’s hope and expectation of an ultimate win-win result.256

And win-win is what we may get, if that is the right label for an outcome in

which the government’s accommodation of religiously affiliated nonprofits

is (a) extended by the Obama Administration to for-profit firms like Hobby

Lobby, and (b) upheld in the Supreme Court, perhaps as early as next Term,

in which the Court is likely to hear University of Notre Dame v. Burwell.257

If the Court upholds application of this accommodation to objecting

religious nonprofits, under which affected women receive full contraceptive

coverage through third party administrators and health insurers outside of

the employer policy, women may be inconvenienced but not deprived of

coverage. And religious objectors will be spared the obligation to purchase

the coverage, though they will not be spared some connection, through a

network of orders and contracts, with the fact of coverage. Whether either

side sees that as a win is a matter of dispute. In any event, the Court’s hotly

contested disposition, just three days after the Hobby Lobby decision, of an

255 This theme from O Centro of course remains open in other cases. See, e.g., McAl-
len Grace Brethren Church v. Salazar, 764 F.3d 465, 472–75 (5th Cir. 2014) (in light of
statutory exceptions, questioning the weight of the government interest in a RFRA chal-
lenge to regulation of possession of eagle feathers for religious purposes).

256 For this characterization of the Kennedy view, see Marty Lederman, Hobby
Lobby Part XVII—Upshot of the Decision: A Possible Win-Win Solution (and Now All
Eyes Turn to Notre Dame), BALKINIZATION (July 1, 2014), archived at http://perma.cc/
FVR6-SKSH.

257 743 F.3d 547 (7th Cir. 2014), petition for cert. filed, 83 U.S.L.W. 3220 (U.S. Oct.
3, 2014) (No. 14-392) See also Anne Marie Jakubowski, University Asks Supreme Court
to Review HHS Case, THE OBSERVER (Oct. 6, 2014), http://ndsmcobserver.com/2014/10/
university-asks-supreme-court-to-review-hhs-case/, archived at http://perma.cc/7FHS-
Q5HT. In August 2014, the Obama Administration announced an interim final rule with
respect to the ways in which nonprofit religious entities may express religious objections
to the mandate. See Coverage of Certain Preventive Services Under the Affordable Care
Act, 79 Fed. Reg. 51,092 (Aug. 27, 2014) (to be codified at 45 C.F.R. pt. 147), archived
at http://perma.cc/C835-Q4C5.
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injunction request from Wheaton College258 suggests that such an ultimate

outcome remains in considerable doubt.259

Before returning to the operative details, I want to put the analysis of a

“least restrictive alternative” in Hobby Lobby in a broader constitutional

perspective, as well as a broader RFRA perspective. First, the notion of al-

ternative, more constitutionally sensitive means to the same end is wide-

spread in constitutional law. One sees it, for very recent example, in

McCullen v. Coakley,260 last Term’s decision about the thirty-five foot buffer

zone outside abortion clinics; five Justices concluded that the constitutional

defect in the Massachusetts law was its overbreadth.261 A smaller zone or,

narrower still, a firm police presence aimed at stopping physical obstruction

of patients, might adequately protect access to abortion clinics while permit-

ting more speech. One sees a similar emphasis on constitutionally less troub-

lesome means in the demand that government consider race-neutral

alternatives to race-specific policies for conferring various benefits;262 in this

context too, the notion is that government may be able to achieve its legiti-

mate ends with policies that do less damage to constitutionally protected

values.

The Supreme Court has utilized such means-focused doctrines for a

half-century or more.263 Notice, however, that trade-offs are always in play

when the Court analyzes less drastic alternatives or more narrowly tailored

means to legitimate ends. A sturdy police presence, designed to prevent ob-

struction of access to abortion clinics, would permit more speech than a

thirty-five foot “no speech” zone around the building, but the cost would be

less protection for the patients’ peace of mind at a moment of great stress. A

“top 10%” admission plan will, in some states, produce decent racial and

ethnic diversity in a student body, but may undercut optimizing the overall

quality of an entering class.264 Such alternative policies are always redistrib-

258 Wheaton College v. Burwell, 134 S. Ct. 2806, 2807 (2014).
259 Marty Lederman, What Next in Wheaton College? Is it Also a “Win/Win” Com-

promise?, BALKINIZATION (July 4, 2014) http://balkin.blogspot.com/2014/07/what-next-
in-wheaton-college-is-it-also.html, archived at http://perma.cc/8Z73-HJWZ.

260 134 S. Ct. 2518 (2014).
261 Id. at 2537–41.
262 See, e.g., Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co., 488 U.S. 469, 507 (1989) (arguing that

Richmond’s failure to consider race-neutral methods of increasing minority business par-
ticipation in contracts with the City undercuts the justification for imposing racial set-
asides).

263 The subject is hardly new. See, e.g., Note, Less Drastic Means and the First
Amendment, 78 YALE L.J. 464 (1969); Note, The First Amendment Overbreadth Doc-
trine, 83 HARV. L. REV. 844 (1970).

264 See Fisher v. Univ. of Tex. at Austin, 631 F.3d 213, 239–42 (5th Cir. 2011)
(describing the Texas Top Ten Percent law which guaranteed state university admission to
Texas students in the top ten percent of their high school classes), vacated and remanded,
133 S. Ct. 2411, 2422 (2013).
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utive in foreseeable and unforeseeable ways; they inevitably make one or

more parties worse off.265

Moreover, these doctrines never demand that the government use the

absolutely least restrictive means to its ends. The government may always

replace sticks with carrots, or just with sweet talk. Abortion protestors could

be offered government benefits in exchange for ending their harassing pro-

tests in front of clinics or, even less restrictive, public officials could politely

ask the protestors to cut it out. At some point along the range of less restric-

tive policy choices, the means become politically infeasible, useless, or both.

Within RFRA itself, the adoption of the strenuous formula of “least

restrictive means” highlights yet again the question of whether the Act re-

stores pre-Smith free exercise norms, or restores “religious liberty” by legis-

lating new, more aggressive norms. In Sherbert, the Court had insisted that

the government avoid gratuitous, religion-suppressing overbreadth—for ex-

ample, rather than rejecting all religion-based claims of good cause to refuse

work because some may be fraudulent, the government must inquire on a

case-by-case base into the sincerity of each claim.266 When the Court began

to weaken the force of the Sherbert-Yoder doctrine in the 1980s, however, it

backed away from deploying such a requirement of narrow tailoring, or

case-by-case adjudication, across the board. This retreat was most prominent

in United States v. Lee,267 where the Court cited the concept of means “es-

sential to accomplish an overriding governmental interest,”268 while stead-

fastly refusing to insist that the government deploy such means in the case of

Old Order Amish seeking exemption from FICA contributions for their

Amish employees.269

In Hobby Lobby, Justices Alito and Ginsburg dueled on the connection

between the scope of the “least restrictive means” provision and the larger

question of what RFRA restores. Relying on the statutory language, Justice

Alito asserted that RFRA goes beyond prior free exercise law;270 relying on

legislative history, Justice Ginsburg insisted that RFRA incorporates the pre-

265 The trade-offs are typically starker and more obvious in speech or equality cases,
involving attacks on the face of a government policy. If the government loses in such
cases, it will have to enact or adopt a substitute policy for everyone. In religious exemp-
tion cases, by contrast, the underlying policy can remain. All that may change is the
exemption of some number of actors from that policy, and the attendant possibility of a
different or narrower policy applying only to those who are exempt from the broader
policy.

266 See Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 408–09 (1963).
267 455 U.S. 252 (1982).
268 Id. at 257–58. See also Thomas v. Review Bd., 450 U.S. 707, 718 (1981) (“The

state may justify an inroad on religious liberty by showing that it is the least restrictive
means of achieving some compelling state interest.”).

269 Congress eventually created just such a mechanism. 26 U.S.C. §§ 3127(a)(2),
(b)(1) (referenced in Burwell v. Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. 2751, 2804 n.29 (2014) (Gins-
burg, J., dissenting)).

270 Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. at 2784 n.43.
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Smith gloss, and goes no further.271 In Justice Ginsburg’s view, under RFRA

the “least restrictive means” must be “equally effective means.”272

Justice Alito, however, appeared to have a different view of the trade-

off question. On the availability of less restrictive and potentially feasible

alternatives, his opinion asserted that:

The most straightforward way of [providing an alternative less re-

strictive of religious liberty] would be for the Government to as-

sume the cost of providing the four contraceptives at issue to any

women who are unable to obtain them under their health-insurance

policies due to their employers’ religious objections.273

It is unlikely in the extreme that Congress will appropriate funds to pay

for the various contraceptives to which Hobby Lobby and other firms object

on religious grounds, so this alternative may be theoretically adequate but

politically impossible.274 If such options count in the calculus of “least re-

strictive means,” the government will never prevail when a person is “sub-

stantially burdened” by a program that involves provision of goods, rather

than the elimination of harms. The provision of goods—vaccinations, mini-

mum wages, and the entire stock of benefit-creating policies—can always be

accomplished by direct government expenditure rather than forced regula-

tory transfers among private parties.

Aside from the alternative of direct provision, the contraceptive man-

date deck includes a crucial wild card as another potential alternative. Justice

Alito’s opinion reminds us that “HHS itself has demonstrated that it has at

its disposal an approach that is less restrictive than requiring employers to

fund contraceptive methods that violate their religious beliefs. . . . HHS has

already established an accommodation for nonprofit organizations with re-

ligious objections.”275

Justice Kennedy’s concurring opinion seems even more emphatic in its

conclusion that the government may not mandate direct insurance coverage

of these contraceptives when it has already made an accommodation, for

271 Id. at 2803–06 (Ginsberg, J., dissenting).
272 Id. at 2801 (Ginsberg, J., dissenting).
273 Id. at 2780.
274 Justice Alito goes on to make the novel and highly controversial suggestion that

RFRA itself may authorize the Executive Branch to spend money as a way of financing
this alternative. Id. at 2781. RFRA is not an authorizing statute. Its basic rule protects
persons against certain religious burdens, and it blocks exceptions to that rule in cases
where alternative ways of achieving government ends exist. 42 U.S.C. § 2000bb-1
(2012). But RFRA does nothing to authorize, much less require, the government to act in
those alternative ways. When alternatives involve affirmative authorization of expendi-
tures and appropriations of money, the Executive Branch must depend on Congress. U.S.
CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 1 (giving Congress the power to tax and spend). For elaboration of
the irony and political futility of depending on Congress to create a gap-filling contracep-
tive coverage program, see Frederick Mark Gedicks, One Cheer for Hobby Lobby: Im-
probable Alternatives, Truly Strict Scrutiny, and Employee Burdens, 38 HARV. J.L. &
GENDER 153 (2015).

275 Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. at 2782.
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religious nonprofits, that provides the relevant pregnancy prevention ser-

vices while impinging less on the objectors’ religious beliefs.276 He seems

skeptical, however, that direct government provision of contraceptive cover-

age should be considered as an available, less restrictive alternative, when

the existing accommodation for nonprofits can be extended and satisfy all.277

So, as orchestra leader Ted Lewis regularly asked his audience, “Is eve-

rybody happy?”278 Joy on either side would be deeply premature. Not a sin-

gle Justice of the five in the majority has committed to the legality of this

accommodation under RFRA.279 The Alito opinion’s emphasis on a direct

government payment program suggests the possibility that at least four of

those who joined it have substantial doubts with respect to the validity of the

accommodation as applied to nonprofits. Justice Kennedy’s opinion, and the

clever swerve around the compelling interest question that he effectively

forced, suggests that he believes the accommodation is valid under RFRA as

applied to for-profits, though he may well have doubts about its validity

when applied to nonprofits. The outcome of any litigation concerning the

accommodation of nonprofits thus remains uncertain, and will continue to be

for at least another year. Either side may yet wind up being deeply

disappointed.

Moreover, there is no guarantee that the Obama Administration will be

able to extend the accommodation to for-profits, despite early movement in

276 Id. at 2786 (Kennedy, J., concurring).
277 Id. (“The parties who were the plaintiffs in the District Courts argue that the

Government could pay for the methods that are found objectionable. . . . In discussing
this alternative, the Court does not address whether the proper response to a legitimate
claim for freedom in the health care arena is for the Government to create an additional
program. . . . The Court properly does not resolve whether one freedom should be pro-
tected by creating incentives for additional government constraints. In these cases, it is
the Court’s understanding that an accommodation may be made to the employers without
imposition of a whole new program or burden on the Government. As the Court makes
clear, this is not a case where it can be established that it is difficult to accommodate the
government’s interest, and in fact the mechanism for doing so is already in place.”) (cita-
tions omitted).

278 See Ted Lewis (musician), http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ted_Lewis_(musician),
archived at http://perma.cc/XS5A-NWAA. For a similar pre-decision inquiry into the po-
tential for satisfaction on all sides of the Hobby Lobby dispute, see Kara Loewentheil,
When Free Exercise is a Burden: Protecting Third Parties in Religious Accommodation
Law, 62 DRAKE L. REV. 433, 479–82 (2014) (asking whether a religious accommodation
to the contraceptive mandate can “make everyone happy”). For an extended argument
that mutually satisfactory arrangements are possible with respect to the potential conflicts
between religious liberty and same-sex marriage, see Alan E. Brownstein, Gays, Jews,
and Other Strangers in a Strange Land: The Case for Reciprocal Accommodation of
Religious Liberty and the Right of Same-Sex Couples to Marry, 45 U.S.F. L. REV. 389
(2010) (urging a “live and let live” approach).

279 See Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. at 2782 (“We do not decide today whether an ap-
proach of this type complies with RFRA for purposes of all religious claims. At a mini-
mum, however, it does not impinge on the plaintiffs’ religious belief that providing
insurance coverage for the contraceptives at issue here violates their religion, and it
serves HHS’s stated interests equally well.”).
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this direction.280 For the Administration to do so will require an extended

notice and comment period for a new regulatory obligation, and many third-

party administrators, health insurers, and for-profit firms like Hobby Lobby

may push back hard against the effort.

Indeed, Hobby Lobby and others may well litigate under RFRA against

such an accommodation if it is ultimately provided. They might assert that

they are substantially burdened by any arrangement that makes them cooper-

ate—even by formally announcing their objection to their third party insur-

ance administrator or to the government—in the provision of coverage. They

might argue even more broadly that they are substantially burdened when

the government makes their employment of someone a but-for cause of con-

traceptive coverage to which they object. And one would expect these par-

ties to assert that the still less restrictive alternative of a direct government

program is fatal to any program that implicates an employer more directly.

Whether there will be five votes for or against that position, at the time it

may be advanced in the Supreme Court, is impossible to predict. So assum-

ing a win-win outcome, based on an accommodation that is only under early

consideration and may yet be questioned under RFRA, seems more like a

leap of faith than a reasoned prediction.

More dubious, however, is the entire enterprise of religious exemptions,

of which Hobby Lobby is but a small part. Look at where we have ended up.

Four Justices may well be ready to insist that direct government subsidy,

without involvement of employers, is the only lawful way to provide contra-

ceptive coverage to employees whose employers object on religious

grounds.281 Four others have already approved the legality of the contracep-

tive mandate as applied to Hobby Lobby and other for-profit employers.282

One—only one—effectively held out for adjudication of the validity of

alternatives.283

More generally, not a single Justice has an approach to RFRA, and an

accompanying methodology of interpretation, that will square its history

with its text, or produce a consistent practice of drawing on pre-Smith deci-

280 In August 2014, the Administration promulgated a Notice of Proposed Rule-Mak-
ing with respect to extending the accommodation to closely held, for-profit corporations.
See Coverage of Certain Preventive Services Under the Affordable Care Act, 79 Fed.
Reg. 51,118 (Aug. 27, 2014) (to be codified at 45 C.F.R. pt. 147), archived at http://
perma.cc/8Z9K-BSAR. The major substantive question on which the Notice invites com-
ment is that of criteria for which companies will be considered “closely held” and there-
fore eligible for any new accommodation offered to firms organized for profit. Id. at
51,122.

281 These would be the Justices in the Hobby Lobby majority, minus Justice Kennedy.
A similar line of argument may apply to the objections by religiously affiliated universi-
ties to covering contraceptive care for students. See Univ. of Notre Dame v. Burwell, 743
F.3d 547, 549, 552–56 (7th Cir. 2014), petition for cert. filed, 83 U.S.L.W. 3220 (U.S.
Oct. 3, 2014) (No. 14-392).

282 These would be the four Justices who joined Justice Ginsburg’s dissent in Hobby
Lobby.

283 This would be Justice Kennedy in light of his Hobby Lobby concurrence.
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sions as a guide to interpretation of the Act. Justice Alito and others in the

majority dance with Thomas; Justice Ginsburg and other dissenters are

drawn to Lee. Judges in the lower courts, adjudicating RFRA cases in the

future, can be forgiven for being completely unsure of where to go from

here.

Of course, legal uncertainty and a splintered Supreme Court are not

unique to the enterprise of religious exemptions. For leading example, the

law of affirmative action in university admissions hung for twenty-five years

on the thread of Justice Powell’s opinion, the crucial portion of which no one

else joined, in Regents of the University of California v. Bakke.284 Unlike

other doctrines and statutory regimes that are context-specific, however,

RFRA applies to all of federal law, so this kind of unpredictability is poten-

tially quite debilitating.

IV. RELIGIOUS EXEMPTIONS IN THE WAKE OF HOBBY LOBBY

Part II of this Article argued that regimes of religious exemptions will

be powerful in rhetoric and weak in practice. As analyzed in Part III against

that backdrop, Hobby Lobby looks like yet one more promise of precisely

that sort of regime.

The Court itself seemed mindful to limit the scope of its ruling. The

opinion suggests that RFRA is unlikely to help religiously objecting employ-

ers escape health insurance coverage other than for contraceptives. As Jus-

tice Alito wrote, any religious objection to the coverage of vaccinations,

blood transfusions, or other treatments must be analyzed with respect to its

particular impact.285 If the covered procedure helps to avoid a risk of immi-

nent death, or to limit the spread of serious contagious disease, the govern-

ment’s interest in full and immediate coverage will inevitably trump any

religious objections.286

All employers, whether or not organized for profit, may have financial

incentives to raise RFRA objections to other regulation of the employment

relationship, including wage and hour rules,287 the Family and Medical Leave

Act,288 or the Americans with Disabilities Act.289 The presence of such finan-

284 438 U.S. 265, 287–91 (1978) (formulating and applying the standard of review for
challenges to race-based admissions in universities).

285 Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2751, 2783 (2014).
286 To the best of my knowledge, there have been no RFRA or free exercise objec-

tions to any non-contraceptive coverage required by the ACA. One primary reason for
this may be that those who object to such procedures do so only with respect to them-
selves and their family members, and do not object to the coverage of others who consent
to such treatment.

287 In Tony & Susan Alamo Found. v. Sec’y of Labor, 471 U.S. 290, 290 (1985), a
unanimous Court rejected a Free Exercise Clause objection to application of the wage,
overtime, and recordkeeping requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, 29
U.S.C. § 201 et seq. (2012).

288 Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993, 29 U.S.C. §§ 2601–2654 (2012).
289 Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. §§ 12101–12114 (2012).
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cial incentives, however, should put courts on guard for the danger of insin-

cerity. Before applying the compelling governmental interest standard,

courts should be appropriately skeptical of corporate religious sincerity

whenever a RFRA victory would yield significant financial gain. The ACA’s

contraceptive mandate involves a perfect storm of strong religious convic-

tions among objectors, the possibility of the government working out alter-

native arrangements, and no apparent financial incentive for firms to raise

insincere claims. This combination of circumstances is not likely to recur.

The government is highly likely to prevail against RFRA objections that do

not similarly line up with absence of financial incentives and alternative

means of satisfaction, especially when the religious objectors are commer-

cial actors. If this prediction is accurate, the Court will have inflicted no

more than a flesh wound to the Lee principle that commercial actors may not

use their religious convictions to evade regulation.290

What about civil rights cases, especially those that involve employer

objections to paying family benefits to employees with same-sex spouses?

This is the next wave of RFRA possibilities,291 and there is good reason to be

concerned about it. In Hobby Lobby, Justice Ginsburg’s dissent asked point-

edly whether RFRA would require exemptions in cases where commercial

businesses assert religious reasons to discriminate based on race, religion,

sex, or sexual orientation.292 Justice Alito’s direct rejoinder mentioned race

and race alone.293 That response conspicuously left open the possibility that

he and others who joined him might hospitably entertain RFRA claimants

when other grounds of discrimination are involved.

290 United States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252, 261 (1982) (“When followers of a particular
sect enter into commercial activity as a matter of choice, the limits they accept on their
own conduct as a matter of conscience and faith are not to be superimposed on the statu-
tory schemes which are binding on others in that activity.”).

291 Professor Tuttle and I flagged this immediately after the Hobby Lobby decision.
Ira Lupu & Robert Tuttle, Hobby Lobby in the Long Run, CORNERSTONE (July 1, 2014),
http://berkleycenter.georgetown.edu/rfp/blog/hobby-lobby-in-the-long-run, archived at
http://perma.cc/9LBG-H4ZX; see also Ira C. Lupu, Hobby Lobby Endangers Same-Sex
Benefits, NAT’L L.J. (July 7, 2014), http://www.nationallawjournal.com/
id=1202661872503.

292 Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2751, 2804–05 (2014) (Ginsburg,
J., dissenting).

293 Id. at 2783 (“The principal dissent raises the possibility that discrimination in
hiring, for example on the basis of race, might be cloaked as religious practice to escape
legal sanction. . . . Our decision today provides no such shield. The Government has a
compelling interest in providing an equal opportunity to participate in the workforce
without regard to race, and prohibitions on racial discrimination are precisely tailored to
achieve that critical goal.”) (citation omitted). Professor Oleske has sharply pointed out
the ways in which American law and society (including the academy) quickly marginal-
ized religious objections to racial equality in the 1960s, as contrasted to the respect and
concern paid to religious objections to LGBT equality today. James M. Oleske, Jr., The
Evolution of Accommodation: Comparing the Unequal Treatment of Religious Objections
to Interracial and Same-Sex Marriages, 50 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. (forthcoming 2015),
archived at http://perma.cc/TZS2-RJL3.
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This line of concern would be serious indeed if Hobby Lobby is the full

invigoration of RFRA that it appears to be. If the past is prologue, however,

the lower federal courts are not likely to take much of this bait. I think it

unimaginable that a claim by a commercial business, that RFRA empowers

it to resist Title VII’s prohibition on discrimination in employment based on

religion or sex, would have any chance of success. However religiously bur-

densome those prohibitions may appear to be in a particular case, the gov-

ernment has very strong interests in prohibiting such discrimination, and

absolutely no “less restrictive means” are available to deal with the resulting

harms.294

What about discrimination based on sexual orientation? This context is

highly likely to present the next cutting edge of RFRA claims by both relig-

ious nonprofits and for-profit companies. The question may soon arise under

President Obama’s recent Executive Order which amended long-standing

Executive Order 11246 to include “sexual orientation [and] gender iden-

tity” as prohibited grounds of discrimination in employment by persons or

firms contracting with the federal government.295 Some actual or potential

federal contractors may refuse on religious grounds to hire someone who is

openly LGBT or, perhaps more likely, refuse to provide any family benefits

with respect to a same-sex spouse.296

Prior to issuance of President Obama’s Order, opposing interests con-

ducted a fierce public debate on whether the Order should include a broad

and categorical exemption for religious nonprofits. A group of faith leaders

called on the President to include such an exemption in the Executive Or-

der.297 Other faith leaders and a group of legal scholars, myself included,

294 In the wake of Hobby Lobby, one would expect that the inquiry into “least restric-
tive means” would get more careful attention. See, e.g., McAllen Grace Brethren Church
v. Salazar, 764 F.3d 465, 475–81 (5th Cir. 2014) (evaluating regulatory alternatives in a
RFRA challenge to regulation of possession of eagle feathers for religious purposes);
Perez v. Paragon Contractors Corp., No. 2:13CV00281–DS, 2014 WL 4628572, at *4 (D.
Utah Sept. 11, 2014) (RFRA protects church elder against being compelled to testify in
an administrative investigation into child labor because other witnesses may agree to
testify).

295 Exec. Order No. 13,672, 79 Fed. Reg. 42,971 (July 21, 2014).
296 The question of same-sex marriage recognition may also arise under the Family

and Medical Leave Act, if an employer objects on religious grounds to a requested leave
by an employee to care for a same-sex spouse. In June of 2014, the U.S. Department of
Labor proposed a rule that would revise the definition of spouse under the Act in light of
the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in United States v. Windsor, 133 S. Ct. 2675 (2013).
See The Family and Medical Leave Act, 79 Fed. Reg. 36,445 (proposed June 27, 2014)
(to be codified at 29 C.F.R. pt. 825). The proposed rule would amend the definition of
spouse so that eligible employees in same-sex marriages, valid where contracted, will be
able to take FMLA leave to care for their spouse, whether or not their state of residence
recognizes the validity of their marriage. See id.

297 Michelle Boorstein, Faith Leaders: Exempt Religious Groups from Order Barring
LGBT Bias in Hiring, THE WASHINGTON POST (July 2, 2014), http://
www.washingtonpost.com/local/faith-leaders-exempt-religious-groups-from-order-bar-
ring-lgbt-bias-in-hiring/2014/07/02/d82e68da-01f1-11e4-b8ff-89afd3fad6bd_story.html,
archived at http://perma.cc/3PWW-CE9D; see also Letter from Stanley Carlson Theis,
President Institutional Religious Freedom Alliance, et al., to Barack Obama, President,
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urged the President to issue the Order without any such exemption.298 As

issued, the Order did not include the requested exemption. Instead, it simply

left intact Section 204(c) of the Order, which provides that it “shall not

apply to a Government contractor or subcontractor that is a religious corpo-

ration, association, educational institution, or society, with respect to the em-

ployment of individuals of a particular religion to perform work connected

with the carrying on by such corporation, association, educational institu-

tion, or society of its activities.”299

Where does this Order leave nonprofit religious entities that have or

seek federal contracts but refuse to extend benefits to a same-sex spouse or

exclude from employment persons who are openly LGBT? Advocates for

the broad hiring autonomy of religious entities have asserted that the free-

dom of these employers under the Order to prefer individuals “of a particu-

lar religion” permits them to engage in such discrimination if the entities’

religious norms condemn same-sex intimacy,300 but the relevant law is quite

to the contrary.

Section 204(c) of the Order is modeled on an identical exemption from

the prohibition on religious discrimination in Title VII of the 1964 Civil

Rights Act.301 This section of Title VII has never been construed to permit

discrimination against a group specifically protected by the Civil Rights

Act.302 Moreover, the final sentence of Section 204(c) reinforces this precise

United States of America (June 25, 2014), archived at http://perma.cc/P2VK-ALCB (urg-
ing the President to adopt a broad exemption for religious nonprofit entities); Letter from
Joel C. Hunter, Senior Pastor, Northland, a Church Distributed, et al., to Barack Obama,
President, United States of America (July 1, 2014), archived at http://perma.cc/3N5G-
QFQH (articulating similar support for broad exemption by additional faith group leaders
and scholars).

298 See Letter from Daayiee Abdullah, Imam, Light of Reform Mosque, et al., to
Barack Obama, President, United States of America (July 8, 2014) (on file with author
and the Harvard Journal of Law & Gender) (urging no exclusion of religious entities from
the proposed order); Letter from Katherine Franke, Professor of Law, Columbia Law
School, et al., to Barack Obama, President, United States of America (July 14, 2014),
archived at http://perma.cc/5DBP-X2XU (articulating similar support for no exclusion of
religious entities by additional legal scholars).

299 Compare Exec. Order No. 11,246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319, 12,321 (Sept. 24, 1965),
and Exec. Order No. 13,279, 67 Fed. Reg. 77,141, 77,143 (Dec. 16, 2002), with Exec.
Order No. 13,672, 79 Fed. Reg. 42,971 (July 21, 2014).

300 Carl H. Esbeck, Differences: Real and Rhetorical, CORNERSTONE (July 22, 2014),
http://berkleycenter.georgetown.edu/cornerstone/non-discrimination-executive-order-
and-religious-freedom/responses/differences-real-and-rhetorical, archived at http://
perma.cc/8MQQ-XSUC (citing Little v. Wuerl, 929 F.2d 944, 951 (3d Cir. 1991)).

301 Civil Rights Act of 1964, § 702, 42 U.S.C. §2000e-1 (2012). The Supreme Court
upheld this provision against Establishment Clause challenge in Corp. of Presiding
Bishop v. Amos, 483 U.S. 327, 334–40 (1987).

302 A letter from scholars, opposing the broad exemption in the Obama Order, lays
this out in detail. See Letter from Scholars to Barack Obama, President of the United
States (July 14, 2014) archived at http://perma.cc/5DBP-X2XU; see also Martin Leder-
man, Why the Law Does Not (and Should Not) Allow Religiously Motivated Contractors
to Discriminate Against their LGBT Employees, CORNERSTONE (July 31, 2014), http://
berkleycenter.georgetown.edu/cornerstone/non-discrimination-executive-order-and-relig-
ious-freedom/responses/why-the-law-does-not-and-should-not-allow-religiously-moti-
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notion: “Such [religious corporations, associations, educational institutions,

or societies] are not exempted or excused from complying with the other

requirements contained in this Order.”303 Accordingly, any attempt by a re-

ligious corporation to exclude or discriminate against LGBT persons would

have to rest on a religious norm that was itself non-discriminatory. So, for

example, such an employer might exclude from employment any person

who divorced and remarried, but the employer would have to enforce this

norm against all employees, and could not use it as a pretext for discriminat-

ing against LGBT employees. More pointedly, any bright-line exclusion of

same-sex spouses from family benefits, coupled with a practice of inclusion

of all opposite-sex spouses, would be in direct violation of the Executive

Order.

Because the Order prohibits LGBT discrimination, even by religious

entities, any employer wishing to contract with the federal government while

engaging in such discrimination on religious grounds would have to rely

exclusively on RFRA as a defense. This is the context in which my appraisal

of Hobby Lobby’s ultimate force will be put to the test. To be sure, the non-

profit religious objectors may be able to show that they are sincere. Whether

they are substantially burdened in their religious exercise by the Order is

deeply debatable; entities that lose existing contracts would have a respecta-

ble argument that they have been so burdened, but entities that wish to com-

pete for new contracts while continuing to engage in such discrimination

would be on much weaker ground.304

Even if employers can demonstrate a substantial burden, the govern-

ment has no alternative less restrictive than a ban on discrimination to

achieve the objective of the Obama Order—to put an end to the exclusion of

a class of qualified employees from the work force of federal contractors and

subcontractors. The only question left open by this analysis is whether the

interest in denying a RFRA exemption, in this instance to nonprofits, is com-

vated-contractors-to-discriminate-against-their-lgbt-employees, archived at http://
perma.cc/5YRW-Z4WY; Rose Saxe, The Truth About Religious Employers and Civil
Rights Laws, CORNERSTONE (July 28, 2014), http://berkleycenter.georgetown.edu/re-
sponses/the-truth-about-religious-employers-and-civil-rights-laws, archived at http://
perma.cc/9CZD-XJJZ; Memorandum from Randolph D. Moss, U.S. Assistant Attorney
General, to William P. Marshall, Deputy Counsel to the President 30–32, (Oct. 12, 2000),
archived at http://perma.cc/PAL9-3NE4.

303 Exec. Order No. 13,279, 67 Fed. Reg. 77,141, 77,143 (Dec. 16, 2002); see also
Exec. Order No. 13,672, 79 Fed. Reg. 42,971 (July 21, 2014).

304 Compare Application of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act to the Award of a
Grant Pursuant to the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act 31 Op. O.L.C. 1,
9–20 (2007), et. al. archived at http://perma.cc/5G33-NLHG (denying eligibility for fed-
eral grants to religiously affiliated social service agency that prefers co-religionists in its
hiring can reasonably be seen as a “substantial burden” under RFRA), with IRA C. LUPU

& ROBERT W. TUTTLE, THE STATE OF THE LAW—2008: A CUMULATIVE REPORT ON LE-

GAL DEVELOPMENTS AFFECTING GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIPS WITH FAITH-BASED ORGA-

NIZATIONS, 33–36 (2008), archived at http://perma.cc/SJ5Z-W2AN (expressing
significant doubt about whether loss of ability to compete for federal contracts constitutes
a “substantial burden” within the meaning of RFRA).
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pelling. I will not repeat all of the persuasive arguments of fairness and

efficiency that have been advanced in support of federal prohibitions on dis-

crimination against LGBT people in employment.305 In the context of federal

contracts, the government has additional and strong interests in avoiding

subsidy of invidious discrimination.

More generally, anti-discrimination norms, once enacted nationwide,

are tenacious and deep. At a moment of spectacular surge in LGBT rights

across many fronts, I do not foresee the executive branch, in its future en-

forcement of the Obama Executive Order, or the judicial branch concluding

that the governmental interest in ending discrimination in employment

against LGBT persons is less than compelling.306

This analysis extends with equal or greater force to any attempt by a

for-profit corporation to assert a RFRA-based right to discriminate against

LGBT employees or job applicants. If RFRA authorized an exemption from

the Obama Executive Order for commercial businesses, some firms would

advance religious objections as a cover for hard-to-ferret-out bigotry, rather

than from sincere religious conviction. Accordingly, the government’s inter-

ests in denying exemptions to for-profit employers would be even stronger

than its interests in denying exemptions to religious entities, and there re-

mains no alternative means to the same objectives. Because allowing for-

profit federal contractors to engage in discrimination based on sexual orien-

tation or gender identity would certainly inflict significant harm on third

parties, this is the perfect spot to shore up the Lee principle: “When follow-

ers of a particular sect enter into commercial activity as a matter of choice,

the limits they accept on their own conduct as a matter of conscience and

faith are not to be superimposed on the [regulatory] schemes which are

binding on others in that activity.”307

305 For powerful arguments about the quality and scope of both social and govern-
mental interests at stake in a prohibition on LGBT discrimination in employment, see
Jenny Pizer, Evidence of Persistent and Pervasive Workplace Discrimination against
LGBT People: The Need for Federal Legislation Prohibiting Discrimination and Provid-
ing for Equal Employment Benefits, 45 LOY. L.A. L. REV. 715, 720–42 (2012) (finding
that that existing legal protections against LGBT discrimination, including state and local
antidiscrimination laws, are inadequate and incomplete); William B. Rubenstein, Do Gay
Rights Laws Matter?: An Empirical Assessment, 75 S. CAL. L. REV. 65, 76–101 (2001)
(responding, based on empirical data, to common objections to ENDA); William N. Es-
kridge, Jr., A Jurisprudence of “Coming Out”: Religion, Homosexuality, and Collisions
of Liberty and Equality in American Public Law, 106 YALE L.J. 2411, 2416–30 (1997)
(comparing anti-LGBT animus to animus against particular religions).

306 The point in text has nothing to do with whether governmental discrimination
against LGBT people, in marriage laws or otherwise, generates “heightened scrutiny”
and therefore must be justified by compelling interests. I am addressing an entirely differ-
ent case, in which the government is prohibiting such discrimination, not engaging in it.
In this context, the RFRA-related question is whether the government, having embraced
the anti-discrimination norm, has a compelling interest in denying religious exemptions
to that norm.

307 United States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252, 261 (1982).
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Moreover, this analysis suggests strongly that the President acted pru-

dently in resisting the demands from some faith leaders that nonprofit relig-

ious entities be broadly excluded from this new provision in the Executive

Order. Had President Obama yielded to these entreaties, I would expect that

for-profit firms that wished to likewise discriminate would have jumped on

any broad exclusion and argued that the exclusion showed (a) that religious

concerns could readily be accommodated and (b) that the government inter-

est was less than compelling because a broad exemption had left appreciable

damage to the interest un-remedied. That the Order retains only the prior

right of religious entities to prefer co-religionists—a right that no court has

ever extended under Title VII or RFRA to a for-profit business308—renders

the Order much less vulnerable to a Hobby Lobby-style attack from a for-

profit religious objector.309

What remains are the possible copycat effects of Hobby Lobby on the

interpretation of state RFRAs. Might such statutes now be construed to pro-

tect religiously motivated employment discrimination based on sexual orien-

tation, or discrimination by wedding vendors, merchants in other contexts, or

government officials against same-sex couples? Perhaps. But recall several

observations from earlier in this Article. State RFRAs have been construed

very weakly.310 It is obviously possible, as my colleagues and I suggested in

our letter to the Mississippi legislature,311 that Hobby Lobby will indeed gen-

308 See EEOC v. Townley Mfg. Co., 859 F.2d 610, 617–19 (9th Cir. 1988) (finding
that a for-profit corporation could not qualify for Title VII exemption of religious corpo-
rations from the ban on preferring co-religionists).

309 The question of RFRA-based rights to engage in employment discrimination
based on sexual orientation or identity will arise in a broader way if and when Congress
enacts a version of the proposed Employment Non-Discrimination Act (“ENDA”), H.R.
1755, 113th Cong. § 815 (2013). Soon after the Supreme Court’s Hobby Lobby decision,
a major part of the LGBT rights coalition withdrew its support for any broad exemption,
from the currently proposed ENDA, for religious nonprofit entities. See Chris Geidner,
Three Reasons LGBT Groups are Fighting Over a Bill That Isn’t Going to Become Law,
BUZZFEED (July 9, 2014), http://www.buzzfeed.com/chrisgeidner/three-reasons-lgbt-
groups-are-fighting-over-a-bill-that-isnt, archived at http://perma.cc/8Z3W-2B5X. One
reason the withdrawing groups cited was the possibility that Hobby Lobby would en-
courage RFRA objections to ENDA by for-profit firms, and that those objections might
be strengthened if ENDA exempts religious nonprofits. Id. This apprehension is entirely
reasonable, even though the government’s interests in barring LGBT discrimination in
employment would be very strong, sounding in both fairness and efficiency, and less
restrictive means to prevent or cure the harms of such discrimination are unavailable.

310 See supra Part II.D and text accompanying notes 154–160, and reliance there on R
the work of Professor Lund. It will be very interesting to see if Connecticut construes its
own RFRA to protect Hobby Lobby and other objecting firms against state laws requiring
that employer-based health insurance include contraceptive coverage. For more on this
discussion, see Daniel Townsend, How to Beat Hobby Lobby: Can the States Force Com-
panies to Cover Birth Control for their Employees? SLATE (July 23, 2014, 8:18 AM),
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2014/07/hobby_lobby_
and_religious_freedom_will_the_company_lose_in_state_court.html, archived at http://
perma.cc/U5E8-RFSA. I thank Professor Douglas NeJaime (Professor of Law, University
of California, Irvine School of Law) for bringing this particular question and news item
to my attention.

311 See supra Part I and text accompanying notes 31–36. R
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erate imitative interpretations by state courts, particularly on the question of

corporate religious personhood. Even if that were to occur, however, the

states with RFRAs tend overwhelmingly to be the states that do not forbid

discrimination in employment, or in sale of goods and services, based on

sexual orientation.312 That is not a happy omission, but it does mean, in the

short run, that many states lack such civil rights provisions against which

their RFRAs might operate.

Same-sex marriage will inevitably arrive, by virtue of judicial decisions

under the Fourteenth Amendment,313 in RFRA-states sooner than state or

local anti-discrimination law for the LGBT population. I hope and expect

that such a development in the constitutional law relating to marriage will

eventually provoke the enactment of new laws protecting LGBT people

against discrimination. If that development occurs, some for-profit wedding

vendors and their religiously conservative allies may urge state courts to

follow Hobby Lobby as a template for interpretation of a RFRA.314 On the

question of corporate religious identity, those efforts may well prevail. On

the merits of religious objections to application of anti-discrimination norms,

however, the loud and recent public outcry against Arizona’s proposed relig-

ious freedom amendments, and the continuing backlash against Mississippi

RFRA,315 suggest that state court judges should be deeply hesitant to inter-

pret a state RFRA in ways that permit otherwise unlawful LGBT discrimina-

tion by commercial actors.316

312 By my count, only four states—Connecticut, Illinois, New Mexico, and Rhode
Island—have both RFRAs and anti-discrimination laws that protect LGBT people. The
New Mexico overlap helps explain the state law conflict in the Elane Photography case
described in note 176, supra. I derived this count by comparing the list of state RFRAs in R
Lund, supra note 154, at 477 n.67, tbl.I (2010) (listing sixteen states with RFRAs) with a R
list of states that protect LGBT people against various forms of discrimination, Douglas
NeJaime, Marriage Inequality: Same-Sex Relationships, Religious Exemptions, and the
Production of Sexual Orientation Discrimination, 100 CAL. L. REV. 1169, 1190 nn.66–67
(2012) (identifying twenty-one states and the District of Columbia as having laws prohib-
iting discrimination against LGBT people). Since these two articles were published, I
believe the only change in either list is the addition of a Kentucky RFRA and the Missis-
sippi RFRA described in Part I, supra.

313 See supra note 20. But see DeBoer v. Snyder, 2014 U.S. App. LEXIS 21191 (6th R
Cir. Nov. 6, 2014) (holding that refusal by states to recognize or permit same-sex mar-
riage does not violate the Fourteenth Amendment).

314 However, state courts need not construe state RFRAs in the same ways that fed-
eral courts have construed Federal RFRA.

315 See supra note 43 (describing the quickly spreading merchants’ campaign in Mis- R
sissippi to promote nondiscriminatory treatment of customers).

316 The case against allowing religion-based discrimination against same-sex couples
is even stronger in the case of governmental actors, such as magistrates, judges, or license
clerks, who may assert religion-based exemptions from ministerial duties to cooperate
with same-sex couples seeking to marry. The Alliance Defense Fund has offered support-
ive guidance to officials desiring such exemption who seek to marry in various states. See
ADF Offers Guidance to NC, Ariz., Idaho, Nev. Officials Responsible for Issuing Mar-
riage Licenses, ALLIANCE DEFENDING FREEDOM, (Oct. 22, 2014), http://
www.adfmedia.org/News/PRDetail/9372, archived at http://perma.cc/59XL-D6CP. For
an analysis of why proposals to allow such exemptions are deeply unwise and unconstitu-
tional, see MEMORANDUM RE: PROPOSED CONSCIENCE OR RELIGION-BASED EXEMPTION
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As Archibald Cox wisely wrote many years ago, “Once loosed, the idea

of Equality is not easily cabined.”317 We are witnesses to that proposition

playing out with respect to marriage equality. Most recently, the Supreme

Court’s decision in United States v. Windsor318 has generated seemingly un-

stoppable momentum for growth.

I make no claim to be nearly as wise as the late Professor Cox. But my

detailed appraisal of various schemes of religious exemption—federal and

state, constitutional and statutory—suggests strongly that such exemptions

are in fact rarely loosed and thereafter quite readily cabined. To accomplish

this, the courts may rely on narrowing interpretations of substantial bur-

den,319 though that now seems unlikely as a dominant legal narrative. The

courts more likely will be generous to the government in determining what

counts as a compelling interest, especially in cases involving invidious dis-

crimination. Moreover, through emphasis on the unavailability of less re-

strictive means to prevent such discrimination, courts will be able to stoutly

defend anti-discrimination norms against asserted religious exemptions. In

addition, for Establishment Clause reasons or otherwise, the courts may be-

come increasingly drawn to RFRA interpretations that limit the costs that

RFRA claimants can impose on private third parties. Whatever the judicial

moves, the dubious enterprise of religious exemptions will, yet again, shrivel

rather than prosper.

CONCLUDING NOTE ON RELIGIOUS LIBERTY

What will yet another false promise of a judicially administered regime

of religious exemptions mean for religious liberty in America? At the end of

this lengthy piece, I can do no more than summarize briefly the framework

FOR PUBLIC OFFICIALS AUTHORIZED TO SOLEMNIZE MARRIAGES, PUBLIC RIGHTS/PRIVATE

CONSCIENCE PROJECT, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW (Nov. 5, 2014), http://
web.law.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/microsites/gender-sexuality/prpcp_marriage_
exemptions_memo_nov_5.pdf, archived at http://perma.cc/BB25-Y5R3, (arguing that
such exemptions would violate the Federal Constitution’s Equal Protection Clause and
Establishment Clause). The arguments in the Memorandum apply with equal force to a
state RFRA claim for such exemptions as they do to a freestanding version of the exemp-
tions. The author of this article contributed to the preparation of the Memorandum. Id. at
n.1.

317 Archibald Cox, The Supreme Court, 1965 Term—Foreword: Constitutional Adju-
dication and the Promotion of Human Rights, 80 HARV. L. REV. 91, 91 (1966).

318 133 S. Ct. 2675 (2013) (invalidating section 3 of the Federal Defense of Marriage
Act (DOMA), Pub. L. No. 104-199, 110 Stat. 2419 (codified at 1 U.S.C. § 7 (2012) and
28 U.S.C. § 1738C (2012))).

319 This was a typical confining move in the early days of RFRA, especially in cases
brought by inmates. Amendments to RFRA in 2000 make that move less likely now. See
42 U.S.C. § 2000cc-5(7)(A) (2012) (“The term ‘religious exercise’ includes any exercise
of religion, whether or not compelled by, or central to, a system of religious belief.”).
This amendment defeats the prior practice of some courts to treat burdens on non-obliga-
tory religious practices as less than substantial within the meaning of RFRA. See Lupu,
The Failure of RFRA, supra note 106, at 575, 593–96 nn.86–92. R
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that Professor Tuttle and I advance in our recent book.320 Religious liberty in

America is currently protected by a series of mutually reinforcing structures

and rights. First, non-establishment keeps the government from asserting a

religious identity of its own.321 This frees up maximum social space for the

exercise of faith by Americans with religious convictions. Second, the guar-

antee of broad freedoms of speech, press, and association, as well as rights

of parental control over the upbringing of children, protects religious and

secular causes equally and vigorously.322 Third, the Free Exercise Clause for-

bids governmental targeting of unpopular faiths for restriction on activities

that are permitted to secular actors.323 Fourth, legislators and administrators

frequently accommodate the religious needs of the people, most usually in

ways that encompass analogous secular conduct.324 In those few circum-

stances in which religion-specific accommodations are appropriate, legisla-

tors and administrators are free to act, subject to Establishment Clause

concerns.325

Several of my able critics have asked why legislative and administra-

tive accommodations should be acceptable, if the enterprise of judicial ex-

emptions under general regimes like RFRA, or pre-Smith free exercise

norms, is so dubious. A full answer would require a completely separate

paper, but a few reflections on that question seem in order. Most particu-

larly, legislators and administrators need not weigh the religious significance

of such requests; instead, they can respond primarily to the frequency and

intensity with which these requests are advanced, and evaluate in wholly

secular terms the costs and benefits of the desired accommodation. In con-

trast, judges are obliged to follow the rule of law, evaluating exemption

claims as a matter of principle, as compared to prior claims.

The history of broad religious exemption regimes demonstrates, again

and again, that judges will not or cannot do this. After Yoder, courts did not

embrace such exemptions. After RFRA became law, courts found many

ways to deny such exemptions. O Centro promised an invigoration of

RFRA, but until the litigation over the contraceptive mandate, O Centro
changed nothing. Hobby Lobby will have equally limited generative power. I

do not expect Congress or state legislatures to repeal their respective

RFRAs, but I do hope that lawmakers, observers, and commentators will

come to appreciate that a general regime of judicial exemptions is a lawless,

sometimes unconstitutional, and pervasively unprincipled charade.

320 LUPU & TUTTLE, SECULAR GOVERNMENT, supra note 2. R
321 Id. at 24–29.
322 Id. at 180–90.
323 Id. at 186. The leading decision on this point is Church of the Lukumi Babalu Aye,

Inc. v. City of Hialeah, 508 U.S. 520, 523–34 (1993).
324 LUPU & TUTTLE, SECULAR GOVERNMENT, supra note 2, at 214. R
325 Id. at 216–19.
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